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Professor
heads to Iraq
on a cultural
mission

House
allows
disaster
days

Lincoln Day Dinner

Schools may
ask to amend
calendars

Special to the Ledger
A departure to Iraq is imminent for Dr. Sue Sroda, a member of the English faculty at
Murray State University. The
State
U.S.
Department
has
tapped
Sroda's expertise for a cultur
al mission to
the embattled
country
through
a
grant.
.1Iroda
Sroda is the
'graduate coordinator in the
department and teaches in the
Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages(TESOL)program at the university. That,
along with prior service in
Middle Eastern countries.
makes her valuable as Iraq
moves through its reconstruction period.

By TOM I3E.RRY
Stan Wnter
he Kentucky House has
approved legislation that
allows
Kentucky,
Education Commissioner Jon
Draud to approve requests from;
school districts to excuse up tO
10 disaster days from then,
annual calendar missed due to
disastrous weather
State Rep.
Melvin Henley
the
told
Murra
&
Ledger
Times the hill
passed through
the House on a
92-6 vote and
is now in the Henley
hands of the
senate.
"It passed the house and is
now headed to the senate,"
Henley, D-Murray, said. "What
it will do is allow school districts that want to participate to
count 10 days off the calendar
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Daily Forecast
By Tlw aiso..:Satisei Press
Monday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Monday
night...Partly
cloudy. Lows around 18.
Tuesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Tuesday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 20s.
Wednesday...Partly
sunny. Highs in the mid 50s.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the lower
40s.
Thursday,..Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 60s.
Thursday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the upper
40s.
Friday...Partly
cloudy.
Highs in the mid 60s.
night...Partly
Friday
cloudyLows in the lower
50s.
Saturday ...Mostly cloudy.
A 20 percent chance of
showers. Highs ;n the mid
60s.
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HAWKINS TEAGUEAedger 8 Times
Kentucky's junior United States Senator, Jim Bunning (center), speaks to attendees Saturday before the Jackson
Purchase Area Republicans annual Lincoln Day Dinner at Murray State University's Curtis Center.

Bunning ignites local Republicans
with 'sneech
at annual event at MSIT
r
-

9

ing so soon after the 200th anniversary of Lincoln's birth.
Bunning said Kentucky has been celebrating the bicentennial for
an entire year not only because he had come from what is now
Hardin County - part of LaRue County in 1809 - but because he
is one of the nation's greatest leaders
"Many places have claimed him ... but Lincoln always thought
of himself as a Kentuckian," Bunning said. "He left a legacy of
honesty and integrity and he was known for uniting people politically and integrating diverse backgrounds."
Bunning said that Republicans now need to ask themselves how
they felt about the direction their county was headed and if they

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stall Wnter
nited States Sen. Jim Bunning told a group of local
Republicans Saturday night that he had been amazed at
the way people had reacted during January's ice storm
and worked closely with each other toward recovery.
"We could all use a lesson in Washington. D.C. from the people in western Kentucky," Bunning said during his keynote
address at the Jackson Purchase Area Republicans' annual
Lincoln Day dinner. The gathering was held in Murray State
University's Curris Center Ballroom.
While the group holds the dinner to honor Lincoln and hear
from Republicans every year. this one was rsot-ciitlly tiniciv cam-
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Chamber:
Small businesses
asked to report
storm estimates
Special to the Lodger
\I urray -C allow
ounty Chamber of Commerce is
partnering with state and federal organizations to aid in ice
and wind storm recovery
efforts.
The
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce, along with the
Kentucky
Division
of
Emergency
Management
(KyEM), the U.S. Small
Business Administration and
FEMA, is asking that small

•See Page 2A

Whitfield addresses Scout supporters
at Saturday's informational breakfast
By HAWKINS TEAGlIF.
Staff Writer
Congressman Ed Nk Intrield
told a crowd at the Murray
Banquet Center Saturday that
being a Boy Scout gives young
men the tools they need lot success as adults.
Whitfield was the main guest
speaker at the A lottawatta
District Friends of Scouting
fundraiser brunch. He quoted
the founder of the Scouting
movement, Robert BadenPowell, as saying that "the spir-

6,7
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4
3
9,10

75ft

Mnrrav, KY 42071

TO
DVERTISE
WITH US
CALL.
753-1916

2.111 h century.
and early
Whitfield said he saw that same
enthusiasm in local Scouts he
had talked to before the brunch,
some of whom were planning to
enroll in Vanderbilt University's

it is in cc!) boo, hut that it has
to be brought out. Baden Powell, ar officer in the British
Army, founded the Scouts after
being inspired by the enthusiasm of the young people he
worked with during his military
career in the late 19th century

RiSee Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUEJLedget & Times
Congressman Ed Whitfield, with his district director, Michael
Pape (right), talks to 16-year-old Robbie Stephenson in the
Murray Banquet Center before acting as the keynote speaker at Saturday's Alottawatta District Friends of Scouting
fundraiser brunch.
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•School days ...
From Front
for disaster days.
The 10 days were requested
because of the loss of school
days caused by interference by
Tropical Storm Ike in 2008 and
January's ice storm that was
called one of the most destructive national disasters to hit the
Commonwealth in recent history.
Murray
both
However
Independent and Calloway
County school district officials
say they are unlikely to make a
request to participate should the
bill pass successfully through
the senate and signed into law
by Gov. Steve Beshear.
David Dowdy, public relations
Calloway
coordinator for
schools, said a second amendment to the bill would require a
school district to use all makeup
.days included iii the district's
approved calendar for 2008009 before they may request
•approval to waive the makeup of
instructional days missed.
County
Calloway
"For
7schools, we are currently set to
: use only nine of the eleven
, planned makeup days on our
• '08-'09 calendar," Dowdy said.
"Unless, thc Kentucky- Senate
approves a different version of
the bill and this provision is
changed, it doesn't appear that
Calloway County Schools
would be allowed to take advantage of the calendar relief plan.
Should we be lucky and not miss
more days this school year, the
current last day for our students
to attend will be June I, 2009.
Bob Rogers, Superintendent
Independent
Murray
for
Schools, echoed Dowdy's
assessment.
"We have makeup days during
the last week of May in our
approved calendar," Rogers
said."This was the bill approved
by the House. We'll have to wait
and see the final wording after it

Obituaries

•Scouts ... •Republicans...

goes through the Senate and
then we'll discuss it with our
board."
First District Sen. Ken
Winters, R-Murray and chairman of the Senate Education
Committee, said there are actually three bills now before the
senate concerning the issue; two
created in the Senate and the
House bill. All the bills will be
reviewed in turn or consolidated
with action expected sometime
this week.
"I am going to predict that we
probably will hear one of those
bills or a composite of those
bills," Winters said. "I now have
people looking at all three of
them and making sure that pension considerations are taken
care of and all those kind of
issues are being dealt with. After
I get that back with the side-byside comparison we'll probably
make a decisions (this) week."
The House bill was sponsored
by Rep. Mike Cherry, DPrinceton, and supported by
Henley. It was amended by the
House to permit - rather than
require - Draud to excuse up to
10 "disaster days" from school
districts calendars in more than
100 Kentucky counties identified as federal disaster areas at
the local school board's request.
The original bill would have
required a waiver from the commissioner, who would also be
allowed to waive up to 10 disaster days in districts that are not
designated federal disaster
areas, according to a news
release from the Legislative
Research Commission.
Some schools districts missed
more than 20 days because of
the disasters, KSBA official
David Baird told the House
Education Committee last week.
Some districts have missed at
least 26 days.

From Front

From Front

Naval ROTC, the Military
Academy at West Point, Murray
State University and Brigham
Young University.
Several others spoke at the
brunch. Eagle Scout Jesse
McCallon spoke about the 2010
National Scout Jamboree in Fort
A.P. Hill, Va., and the upcoming
100th anniversary of the Boy
Scouts. Eagle Scout Nathan
Watson introduced Whitfield and
Kate Reeves, director of MSU's
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
spoke about the need for artifacts
to start a Scout exhibit.
Denise Boaz and Ron
Hubbard, Jr. presented David
Roos with the District Award for
Merit, the highest honor for a
volunteer. Shawnee Trails representative Ben Hendley closed the
brunch by encoutaging donations, wtuzh he said would help
send boys to summer camp.

wanted to move toward socialism by nationalizing banks and
making the same mistakes that
France had made 25 years ago.
He said they would need to
make their voices heard to stop
that from happening and that he
needed their support next year
as he runs for a third Senate
term.
"I'm hear to ask you again in
2010 to give your support and to
promise you that we're going to
fight like the devil to keep this
seat in conservative hands." he
said.
Bunning made his anger at
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke. former Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson and his
successor, Timothy Geithner
very clear. He said the the country's financial crisis dated back

Additional ooltuanes on page 3
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Mrs. Sallie Elizabeth (Betty) Fussell
Mrs. Sallie Elizabeth (Betty) Fussell. 80. Murray, former resident
of Obion, Tenn., died Sunday, March I. 2009, at Spring Creek
• Health Care. Murray.
She was retired from Goodyear Tire and Rubber and was a member of Mt. Moriah Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were her
husband. Horace Fussell, died in 1998: one sister, Mary Lou
Puckett; and three brothers, Charles, Kenneth and Grady Bamett.
Born Jan. 17, 1929, in Obion County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Lester and Ruby Miller Barnett.
Survivors include two daughters, Joan Isbell, Murray. and Nancy
Allmon, Obion, Tenn.; one son, Fritz Fussell. Troy, Tenn.; one sister, lo Brown, Obion; seven grandchildren, Stephanie Peme,
Pittsburg, Pa., Mary Bell Isbell, Murray, Kane Stacks, Roellen,
Tenn.. and Chandlar. Rhett Thomas. Emerson and Alayna Fussell,
all of Troy, Tenn.: two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Cryer
Funeral Home, Ohio, Tenn. Rev. Aubrey Turner will officiate.
Pallbearers will In Ed Cook, Randy Evans, Mike Fussell, Trevor
Allmon, Ronnie Collins and Aaron Boone. Burial will follow in the
Mt. Moriah Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
(Monday I

Seminar to train volunteers
to support neglected horse
to the Ledger
Horse Council
le
Kentucky
in cooperation with The
Humane Society of Calloway
County will present a two-hour
seminar on Tuesday, March 17
for people who want to know
how to help abused and neglected horses in our community.
The seminar, Volunteer Role in
or
Abused
Supporting
Neglected Horses, will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Carmen
Animal Health Technology
Building on College Farm Road
in Murray.
The cost is $20 per person or
$15 if affiliated with the
Humane Society. A minimum of
ten registrants are required for
the program to be held and a
maximum of 50 registrants will
be accepted.
Topics covered will be: How
to identify horses at risk.
Working with animal control
and law enforcement officials to
support the investigation of cruelty; and Re-feeding the starving horse following AAEP
Guidelines for Re-feeding the
Starving Horse.
The registration form for the
volunteer seminar should be
completed and mailed with the
fee to the Kentucky Horse
Council. The form is available
on the Humane Society of
Calloway County's website at
www.forthepets.org or by contacting the Humane Society at
270-759-1884 or at humanesociety@murray-ky.net.
"We hope that people across
the county will attend this seminar and learn more about how to

SiVi

•Professor •••
training to 'practice' on. That's
going to be really helpful for
them."
Sroda has no fears of adapting
to the cultural mores of th,
region. She's spent time in
Qatar. Oman, Bahrain and Saudi
Arabia, each with their own
unique set of socially acceptable
behaviors, performing this same
kind of work. "The experiences
have always been fun for me.
Teachers are teachers, no matte;
where you are and we join
together to help students learn.
"The university is always very
supportive of these opportunt
ties for faculty." she said. "I'm
really looking forward to this
project."
Sroda will be leaving the up
and-down, but mostly cool
weather of western Kentucky
for spring in Iraq .at 60-70
degrees. The only downside
there, she said, is that she will
be arriving just in time for the
dust storm season.
But, dust and all, Sroda wants
to share her experience. She
hopes to have Internet access so
she can post photos and a blog
to share this unusual experience
with her students and others.
"This is a great way for people
to get to know and understand
each other," she said.
Sroda's blog address is

From Front

help horses in our community,"
said Humane Society Executive
Director Kathy Hodge. "Our
goal is to have as many people
educated about recognizing and
supporting abused and neglected horses as possible."
The program for volunteers
precedes a three-day seminar on
equine abuse investigation for
professionals on Mar. 18-20 for
animal control officers, law
enforcement personnel and
humane investigators. Also conducted by the Kentucky Horse
Council and in cooperation with
Murray State University, the
professional training will provide hands-on opportunities to
prepare the participants to identify, manage and care for neglected horses. Contact the
Kentucky Horse Council at I866-634-0030 to register for the
professional training program.
The mission of The Humane
Society of Calloway County, a
United Way organization, is to
extend humane education,
teaching kindness and concern
for animals and humans alike;
to relieve suffering and prevent
cruelty to animals; to increase
awareness of pet overpopulation
and work to reduce it; to enrich
our community through the promotion of quality of life for animals and people.
For any questions regarding
animals in our community,
please contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County at
270-759-1884 or humanesociety@murray-ky.net or visit our
office at 607 Poplar Street Suite
A-1.

She will be traveling to the
Babil Province at the beginning
of March to spend two weeks
teachers.
Iraqi
craning
Specifically, Sroda will be
working with individuals who
teach English as a foreign language to Iraqi high school students and also with teacher
trainers.
The workshop is sponsored by
the Director General of
Education in Babil Province,the
U.S. Provisional Reconstruction
Team and the Office of Cultural
Affairs in the U.S. Embassy in
Iraq.
Although security for travel in
Iraq is always a consideration.
Sroda is confident and excited
about the experience. "I have no
qualms about how I will be
taken care of while I'm there."
she said."The Babil Province is,
historically, Bablyon. I find that
intensely interesting and am
looking forward to sortie etploration. This is really cool."
The people at Babil's
Teaching Training Center
requested the aid of an
American teacher of English as
a part of the reconstruction
effort. Sroda's two-week session will be held at the U.S.
Embassy compound.
"This is a cultural mission for
the State Department," Sroda
noted. "On the last day of the
workshop, 50 high school students will be brought in for the
teachers who have been in the

•Chamber

http://e-sue.blogspot.com/.

•••

From Front
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. Mrs. Estelle Lovett
The funeral for Mrs. Estelle Lovett was today(Monday)at II a.m.
7in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. John
:Denham officiated. Oneida White was vocalist and pianist.
:Pallbearers were Alvin Coats, Ryan Kendrick, Mark Dugger.
:Christian Duncan, Gerald Murdock and Kevin Feilder. Burial was in
:the Murray Memorial Gardens. Online condolences may be made to
www.yorkfuneralhome.com
: Mrs. Lovett, 89, Almo. died Friday. Feb. 27, 2009, at 4:10 p.m. at
:Dade Health & Rehab, Trenton. Ga. She was a member of Scott's
.
:Grove Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Lonzo Lovett. to whom
:she was mamed April II, 1942; two daughters, Rosetta Burkeen and
:Geraldine Duncan; two sisters, Jimmie Lee Carmichael and Thelma
Nell Rose; three brothers, Ordis. J.D. and George B. Drinkard. Born
:June 9, 1919, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
:Dec Robinson and Lila Hargrove Drinkard.
" Survivors include two sisters. Imogene Palmer and husband,
, Hugh, Kirksey, and Betty Coleman, Murray: one brother, Paul L.
Drinkard. Michigan; six grandchildren, Lynnette Coats and husband
Alvin, Trenton, Ga., Naomi Smith, Kirksey, Lone Burkeen.
Madisonville, Steve Duncan and wife, Fonda. Murray, and Deanna
Armstrong and husband. Larry Wayne. and Tammy Coble. all of
Union City. Tenn.; 13 great-grandchildren.

earlier and that was the only ing the 1,200-page bill online
senator that voted against rein- before calling for a vote.
stating former Fed Chairman
"And they called it a bipartiAlan Greenspan during the san bill." he said.
Clinton administration "because
Also speaking at the dinner
he wasn't minding the store"
Ed
Congressman
were
and didn't do his job. He said his
Secretary
Kentucky
Whitfield,
instinct had been proven correct
because of the mortgage and of State Trey Grayson. state Sen.
housing crises, which must be Ken Winters. state Rep. Steven
fixed before the economy could Rudy and State Republican
recover.
Chairwoman Gail Russell. Each
Bunning strongly criticized
encouraged attendees to get
the recently passed stimulus
involved in the country's diree •
package and other debts. To put
grassroots level. The
SI trillion dollars into perspec- tion at the
recognized the tablt
also
group
to
were
one
tive, he said that if
start spending $100,000 a day of MSU's College Republican,
beginning the day Jesus Christ and gave an award to membet
was born, that person would still Caroline Cash.
have money left over today. He
Bunning, and the other guest.
condemned Democrats for not
speakers, received continued
including Republicans when
applause throughout the evening
not
bill,
they wrote the stimulus
allowing hearings and only post- from those in attendance.
141

Friday, March
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

s.

It your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2009 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you

Certified Birth Certificate
0/ Social Security Card
Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2008)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
V

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

businesses in Calloway County,
report estimated costs of damages to their local chamber.
This unprecedented effort will
help state and federal officials
put a price tag on the recent
storms, and ensure that the
small businesses community
will have as many resources as
possible to aid in the rebuilding
efforts.
"In times like these, it is
imperative our Chamber does
all it can to ensure the success of
our local businesses," says
Lance Allison, Executive
Director.
Small businesses owners
affected by the storm should
contact
Lance
Allison,
Executive Director at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce before
Mar. 5 to report damage estimates. Allison can be reached at
753-5171 or lallison@mymurray.com.
Once all of the data is record-

ed, KyEM will work witt
FEMA and the U.S. SmaE
Business Administration tc
assess the information and if the
data supports it, the Governoi
will seek an SBA disaster declaration. This may result ir
access to special SBA program
targeted at helping local businesses get back to work of producing products, providing
goods and services and keeping
communities strong.
"Information and real data arc
critical to garnering swift anc
effective assistance to local
businesses," said Brig. Gen
John W. Heltzel, director ol
KyEM."To move this initiative
forward, local Chamber professionals will be contacting smal:
businesses by whatever means
necessary to determine the
impact of the storm on their
business and therefore the loci
community."

753-4703
Phone Quotes Available
Sereing" Over 4,0.00,lipisseholds
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Mrs. Marie Riley
Mrs. Mane Riley. 77, Gobo Community. died Friday. Feb. 27,
2009. at 1:20 p.m. Jackson Purcha.se Medical Center, Mayfield.
She was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents. Monice and Nellie Ann
Evins McCallon. and two brothers. Jewel and Howard (Buster)
McCallon.
Survivors include her husband, Hirman Thomas Riley. to whom
she had been married for 58 years; two daughters. Ruth Ann Majors
and husband. Jerry, and Mary Collins and husband. David. all of
Gob; four granddaughters.
The funeral was today (Monday)at II a.m in the chapel of Bym
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Mark Earheart and Rev. Kendrick
Lewis officiated. Burial was in the Mt. Olive Church of Christ
Cemetery at Golo.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kosair's Children's
Chanty, 982 Eastern Parkway, P.O. Box 37370, Louisville, KY
40233.
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Dr. Carol S. Ferreira
Dr. Carol S. Ferreira, 62. Winchester Road, New Concord. died
Saturday. Feb. 28. 2009. at 5:45 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

r guest

itinued
,vening

That's
iful for

Ms. Dorsey Jean Frank
Ms. Dorsey Jean Frank, 72, Kline Trail, New Concord. died
Sunday, March I, 2009. at 8:35 a.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Rebecca W'illord, 96, Charleston. S.C., formerly of the
Western Kentucky area, died Thursday. Feb. 26, 2009. at 3:45 a iii
at Bishop Gadsden Episcopal Community. Charleston, S.('
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Pill OtHivary
Mrs. Carvie Lee Hart Kurewsld
The funeral for Mrs. Carrie Lee Han Kurowski was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Carl Butler officiated. Music was by Margie Shown, soloist.
and Margaret Wilkins. pianist. Bunal was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association. Greater Kentucky & Southern Indiana Chapter, Kaden
Tower, 6100 Dutchmans Lane STE 401, Louisville, KY 402053284.
Mrs. Kurowski, 94, Murray. died Thursday. Feb. 26, 2009. at
10:20 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired secretary for Chrysler Corp., she was a member of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
She was married June 7, 1952, to Clarence J. Kurowski who died
Dec. 23, 2003. Born June 4. 1914, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Quitman and Nera Ethel Adams Hart. Also preceding her in death were one sister. Genella Hart Nesbitt; one brother, Lathen L. Hart: one niece, Norma Hart.
Survivors include one niece, Linda McLemore and husband.
Mark, Murray: one nephew, Dickie Nesbin and wife. Mary Moore.
and brother-in-law, Richard Nesbitt, all of Hazel; several greatnieces and great-nephews.

Ann Duncan
Funerals for Mrs. Doris
Rolling Hills Trail, Alm°. died
Doris Ann Duncan,
Saturday. Feb. 28, 2009, at 9:15 a.m. in the CCU of Murrayhunters 7
Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Dexter Pentecostal Church.
weeks after Born
July 30. 1937. in Marion. Ind., she was the daughter of the late
Kenny and Jennie Mullnix Rinehart. Also preceding her in death
their deaths were three brothers. Po, lcky and Lewis Lee Rinehart.
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MAYFIELD, Ky. (API Family and friends gathered to
say goodbye to two western
Kentucky teenagers who died
seven weeks ago in a boating
accident while hunting on
Kentucky Lake.
McKenzie Stanley's funeral
was held Sunday at Mayfield
High School. Jacob Scott's
funeral was Saturday at Trace
Creek Baptist Church.
The teenagers died Jan. 10.
along with hunting companion
Trevor Williams. A fourth
young hunter, Tyler Heathcott,
was rescued when people who
live along the shore heard his
cries for help.
Stanley's varsity football jerseys flanked his casket in the
school gym,it was reported. His
teammates wore their red jerseys to the funeral. Mourners at
Scott's funeral watched videos
of Scott and listened as his aunt
read two essays written by the
teenager.

Survivors include her husband, Prentice Duncan; one daughter.
Dina Brandon and husband, Randy. Almo;one son, Dan Duncan and
wife. Melissa. and three grandchildren, Emily, Andrew and Samuel
Duncan. all of Dexter.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Elijah Balentine and Rev. Kendrick
Lewis will officiate. Burial will follow in the McDaniel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

For Rest Results Place Your Ad With Us

Court turns down Agent Orange cases
WASHINGTON tAP)- The
Supreme Court has turned down
American and Vietnamese victims of Agent Orange who
wanted to pursue lawsuits
against companies that made the
toxic chemical defoliant used in
the Vietnam War.
The justices offer no comment
on their action Monday, rejecting appeals in three separate

cases, in favor of Doi,
Chemical, Monsanto and other
companies that made Agent
Orange and other herbicides
used by the military in Vietnam.
Agent Orange has been linked
to cancer, diabetes and birth
defects among Vietnamese soland
diers and civilians
American veterans.

Hearing Tests
Set This Week
Anyone who has trouble hearing or understanding words clearly is welcome to have a hearing test with modern electronic equipment. Even people now wearing a hearing aid or those who may have been told nothing
could be done for them should have a hearing test to find out if they are •
one of the many a hearing aid will help. The hearing test will be given by
a factory-trained specialist at the Beltone Hearing Service Office on
Monday, March 2nd and Tuesday, March 3rd. To avoid waiting, call for
an appointment in our office or your home at another time.
If you are unable to make an
office visit, we will test you in
your home at NO extra charge.

lg

STOCK MARKFT REPORT6906J1 • 156.1

Dow Jones Ind. A%g.

Air Products,..,.,.,......45.76. 0.49
AT&T,Inc. _........._.......,.23.42 0.35
-.15.68 • 0.45
BB&T
Bank of America
Briggs & Stratton.

.......3.47 - 0.48
0.67

Bristol Sheen Squibb ....-18.16 • 0.25
23.10- 1.51

Goodrich

3L26-0.88
4.17 • 0.27

Good,ear
HopFed Rank*

12.80 0.06

Kroger

20.51 • 0.16

Mattel

.11.71 - 0.13

McDonalds .

51.78 • 0.47

Merck

24.03 -0.17

Microsoft

16 03 • O.12

J.C. Penne).

15.02 .0.31

Pepsico. Inc.

47.69 • 0.45

Pfizer. Inc

12.10 - 0.21

St.• Murray, KY
Toll Free
270-753-9558 • Hrs: 9am-6pm
707 S. 12th

866-773-4327

CERIASKETBALL
inAlitie Metz:nett rye elit Cr.C.$ newt MIA I
14 if Vire 11‘08.8 incersovest s is Jo% Mikl./141111941.

16.83 - 0.56

Sears Holding Corp .,......, 3535. 1.21
7.42. 021
Mlle Rene,.

8.00 - 0.51
• 0.20
29.42 .0.71

91.25 • 0.78

Intel

Schering-Plouel.....

1.88 -0.12

tienend Motors ......
GlaxoSmithKline ADR

I B M..

Regions Financial ........._...3.41 .0.01

66.77' 1.13
Ford Motor..
General Electric

Serving You Since 1942

Hearing Aid Service

Investments Since 1854

59.48 • 1.23
f'hei rim fexaco Corp
Daimler (hrisler ............22.81 4. 0.19
Dean Foods.---.-.-.... 20.10 - 0.35

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
U.S. flags purchased by government agencies in Kentucky
would have to be made in
America under a measure that is
barreling through the state legislature.
The bill has sailed through
' two legislative committees and
the Senate without a single "no"
vote and now heads to the
House floor, where Speaker
Greg Stumbo is predicting
unanimous support.

Orvil Clayton Etheridge, 93. Benton. died Sunday,
March I. 2009, at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired self-employed brickmason, he was a
member of Union Hill Church of C'hrist. He served
in the Army during World War II. Preceding him in
death were his wife. Annie Fay Hutchins Ethendge. one son, Terry
(Bugle) Etheridge, one sister, Roy Vick, and two brothers. He was
the son of the late Rufus and Stella Starks Ethendge.
Survivors include two sons. Bobby Ethendge. Almo, and Melvin
Ethendge, Benton; three sisters, June Edwards. C'hlore Newton. and
Loveda Salyers. all of Benton; one brother, Willie Etheridge.
Benton; four grandchildren.
funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m, in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Josh Herndon will officiate. Burial will follow in the Edwards Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Union Hill Church
of Christ. 882 Union Hill Rd., Benton, KY 42025.

Call 753-1916

Caterpillar

Lawmakers want
U.S. flags made
in America

Orvil Clayton Etheridge

Mrs. Rebecca Wilford
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S Bancorp ......................13.25 - 1.06
ViellPoint Inc ...---12.77 • 1.15
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48.%

25
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Women's Game
@5:15 pm

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270'753-3366 I 800'444 1854
Hours 8.00 a.m.-500 p m M-F
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Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since /937"

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WESTERN
KENTUCKY FOR OVER 70 YEARS
$ 100.00 REBATE

MINE

Partnering with Trait...far
thee 30 Sew-,.

Or Replacement of any
Complete Central Residential
Heating and Cooling Systems
Match 1 thru April 30. 2009

WE SERVICE ALL

Lady Racers
vs.

Jacksonville
State
Murray State' OVC Regular Season CHAMPS!

t

Men's Game
7:30 pm

Racers
vs.
Tennessee State .

RANDS!

Gheetmetal • Heating and Air Conditioning • Installation and Service
•Commercial• Residential•Commercial Refrigeration
Galvanized, Brass, Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel
• Commercial Gutters• Humidifiers and Air Cleaner

Ticket Office - 809-3000
Ticketmastencom
or

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
802 Che5telut Street Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-8 1 8 1 - wverr.randytharnton.com

A THE OfiKIAIL WIII SIT1 Of PAIJKLEM STATE ATHLETICS
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Let GM, ehryqler
die a slow death
General Motors made my diagnosed
lung
first car. It was a 1955 two- with
tone Chevrolet with stick shift cancer.
Some of
and black tires. It had an AM
radio and air conditioning, if the cars of
childI hand-cranked the window my
down in summer. It came with hood are no
bench seats, the better to have more.
your date close to you. I bought Kaiser-Frait used (this was before cars zier was the
Were "pre-owned") in 1961. biggest postCars
chalMy Dad co-signed the $750 war
lenger to the
Thoughts
hote, which I paid.
Those were the days when Big Three. By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
you could fill up for pocket Models
Columnist
change. Somewhere I have old included the
Esso receipts that show a full 1949 Kaiser
tank of regular gas cost me Custom Vagabond. the 1948
Frazer Manhattan four-door
$3 dollars.
Chevrolet, Buick. Pontiac sedan, the Dragon sedans and
and Cadillac were the main- Henry J coupes. In 1970. Kaiser,
stays of GM.as Fairlane, Crest- then known as the Kaiser Jeep
line Skyliner. Falcon and later Corporation, was sold to AmerGalaxie were for Ford. some ican Motors Corporation.
Other auto companies either
of which I would own as an
adult. I would also own some went out of business or were
Chrysler products. so I have bought. These included Packard
contributed to the profits of ("ask the man who owns one'),
Studebaker ("first by far with
all the "Big Three."
Ford is fending for itself a postwar car"), and Hudson,
without a bailout from Wash- which began making cars in
ington. but GM and Chrysler 1909 and, like other automohave filed their restructuring bile companies, in early 1942
proposals with the government was ordered by the U.S. govin order to receive additional ernment to stop making pasbillions to keep them solvent. senger cars and concentrate
On Tuesday, GM received the exclusively on fulfilling war
final $4 billion on a $13.4 bil- contracts.
In 1954, Hudson eventualcommitment.
federal
lion
Chrysler, also getting $4 bil- ly merged with Nash-Kclvinalion, has already requested an tor to become American Motors.
a company that lasted in one
additional $3 billion.
The money is conditioned form or another until 1987
on GM and Chrysler coming when Chrysler gobbled it up.
None of these companies
up with comprehensive restructuring plans that will prove to (and many more before them
the government that they have and after with names such as
made "aggressi ve" progress Tucker. DeLorean and Duesensince they pleaded with law- berg) received government
makers last December for finan- bailouts. If they couldn't sell
their products at a profit, they
cial aid.
Members of Congress told either sold out, or went bust.
the company CEOs that every- People who worked for them
one had to make sacrifices. found other jobs. No one starved
including management, unions. to death.
Americans have benefited
suppliers, investors and bondfrom capitalism. Our governholders.
underminHere's a better idea: Let ment should not be
an economic system that
ing
with
death,
slow
a
die
them
produced more prosperity
the emphasis on slow. Tell work- has
for its citizens than any nation
ers (management always seems
earth.
to land on its feet) that they on
It cannot forever prop up
have a fixed amount of time
companies that make products
to look for new jobs.
not enough people wish to buy.
them
help
will
Government
a growing number of peoIf
with training and education.
ple prefer cars not produced
but government cannot prop
by GM and Chrysler. how will
up companies that no longer
a government rescue plan make
make products people want to
them more likely to buy them?
buy in large enough numbers
The "going out of business
for them to remain profitable.
sign should go up now.
sale"
There are many reasons the
should not be expectTaxpayers
car companies are in trouble.
ed to underwrite dying comall of which have been report- panies, unless we get a free
ed in the major media, but
car for our money.
that is the past and it is way
But that only happens on
Too late in the game to do
"Oprah."
much about guaranteed pensions
Direct all MAIL for Cal
and health care that ended up Thomas to: Tribune Media Sercrippling GM, even after the vices, 2225 Kenmore Ave.. Suite
company successfully negoti- 114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Readated with UAW members to ers may also e-mail Cal Thomas
decrease retirement benefits, at tmseditors@tribune.com.
which, honestly, is a little like
quitting smoking after being

;

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & limes.
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Where's the beef in stimulus
The swooning media were
President
by
enraptured
Ohama's soaring rhetoric in
last night's address to Congress despite the speech's total
lack of substance. They never
bothered to ask "Where's the
beef?" in all those oratorical
flourishes.
In this case the beef is the
money it will take to pay for
his grandiose plans and programs. and that money is
allegedly lining the pockets of
those who dare to earn $250,000
or more a year.
No matter that if you took
every last cent of their earnings you would still not have
enough to begin to pay for the
ultra-exorbitant spending agenda he laid out in his speech.
The bill for that extravagance
will be paid by our children
and grandchildren.
As he described it. only
those in the $250,000 and above
bracket will see their taxes
increased. They will pay for
such programs as governmentrun universal health care and
education. The other 95 percent of the people, many of

whom don't pay a penny in
taxes, will get checks in the
mail -- rebates for taxes they
don't pay.
What this means is that the
top 2 percent will nearly carry
the full load while the bottom
95 percent will live nearly tax
free, thus guaranteeing Obama
their undying support and their
votes.
He is trying to maneuver
that 95 percent into supporting taxing the top two percent
to pay for everything they'll
get.
deliberately
is
Obama
attempting to create an economic system where more people live off the government
than by their own efforts, thus
creating a permanent underclass utterly dependent upon
the largesse of the government
and therefore ever-beholden to
it.
This gigantic voting bloc
can be depended upon to march
obediently to the polls and vote
to place the full financial burden on the top 2 percent of
American wage earners.
Bush's
George
During

administrathe
tion
president
allowed the
war to get in
his way of
vetoing an \
thing coming out of
Congress no
Making
matter what
it cost.
Sense
so
He
By Michael
needed the
Reagan
support of
Syndicated
Columnist
Congress for
the war that
he allowed them to engage in
an orgy of unrestrained spending.
This took the traditional
Republican issues of lower taxes
and less government spending
off the table. leaving the GOP
with the stigma of fiscal irresponsibility.
That makes it difficult for
the GOP to claim they are the
nation's guardians of financial
responsibility even when faced
with an outrageous bill in the
House with a price tag of $400
billion that is loaded with 9000

earmarks. That's 3(XX) more
earmarks than were in the
spending bill that got George
Bush in trouble.
Yet President Obama. who
claims to be a dedicated foe
of earmarks, says he'll sign
that pork-laden bill because he
wants the support of Congress
for all the burdens he wants
to put on the backs of the top
2 percent of Americans.
In his speech the President
laid the blame for the budget
deficit on the past administration, blithely ignoring the fact
that it was his party that controlled the Congress that rolled
up that deficit since winning
control of Capitol Hill in 2006.
They were running the show
that produced that deficit and
that's where the blame lies.
From now on, the blame
for huge unfunded deficits, borrowing from future generations
-- Sen. John McCain calls it
"generational theft" -- and the
economy-deadening taxation of
the productive sector will lie
squarely on the shoulders of
Barack Obama.
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Red Cross -Aquatics Program"
starts its schedule today

Bowman named as National Merit finalist

Rachel A. Bowman, a Murray
High School senior who is
currently attending The Carol
Martin Gatton Academy of
Mathematics and Science. has
been named as a finalist in the
54th annual National Merit
Scholarship Program.
Merit
National
The
Scholarship Program has now
determined which of the nearly
lo's
16,000 semifinalists named last
September have met all requireDate book
ments to advance to finalist
Temple Hill Lodge to meet
By JO burpreen
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted standing in the competition for
Community
Masons will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Merit Scholarship awards to be
Editor
lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of Almo. Jodie offered in 2009.
The selection of some 8.200
Jones. master, urges all Masons to attend.
Merit Scholarship winners from
the group of more than 15.000 is
CSIP meeting Tuesday
acaCalloway County High school will have a Comprehensive now in progress. These
school
School Improvement Plan (CSIP) meeting Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in demically talented high
seniors have an opportunity to
room 601 of the high school.
continue in the competition for
Merit Scholarship awards, totalLaker Band Boosters to meet
ing* around $36 million, which
5:30
at
p.m.
Tuesday
Boosters
meet
will
Band
Calloway County
will be offered this spring.
in the band room at the high school.
Bowman advanced to this
level through her outstanding
meet
will
Kappa Department
high school academic record.
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Cub will meet endorsement and recommendaTuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Barbara Bamett will lead the tion by the school principal, and
"Craft/Decorating Session." Hostesses will be Belinda Wallis, Sue earning SAT scores that confirm
Allison and Barbara Barnett.
the student's earlier qualifying
The Aquatics Program of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will be holding the following classes:
Swim Classes: March 2-6, Parent Child
Aquatic C; March 9-13, Swim Level 2;
March 16-20 Swim Level 3. Lifeguarding
Training: Session II, March 19-26: Session
III, April 20-27; Session IV, May 14-21.
Persons may register by contracting the
Red Cross Office at 753-1421 or Jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org

Special program Tuesday
First Baptist Church WMU will have its Week of Prayer program
for North American Missions on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the church.

TOPS meeting on Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS 4616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4623.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St. Weigh-in will
be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Johna at 227-952.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet

e-mail: jo.burkeentimurrayl ed ger cots

Rachel A. Bowman
test performance. She becomes
the 35th MHS National Merit
Finalist since 1974.
After applying and being
accepted at The Carol Martin
of
Gatton
Academy
Mathematics and Science in
Kentucky as a MHS sophomore.
Bowman has been attending the
academy since her junior year.
A Y-Club community service
director and an Academy
Ambassador. Bowman is also

involved in taculty sponsored
math and chemistry research
projects at Western Kentucky
University. "I'm excited to be
selected for such an honor and
am thankful for all the wonderful opportunities and people that
have helped me achieve this
kind of prestige," Bowman said.
'The Murray Independent
School District is one out of 31
school districts of the 176
Kentucky public school districts
that boasts a 2(8)9 National
Merit Scholarship Finalist.
Teresa Speed, MHS principal.
said Bowman's passion to
immerse herself in the study of
science and math will most certainly ensure that she will one
day be a recognized MHS graduate acknowledged for her positive contributions. "She is an
outstanding student and scholar
dedicated to making a difference
through science and math in the
global society.- she said. "We
are proud of her accomplishments and acknowledge she will
continue to make significant
contributions as she moves on in
her studies and career."
Tim Gott, director of The
Carol Martin Galion Academy

Local person writes about `Yardening
The following is an article
written about "Yardening" by
Eve Adams which is appropriate
for the spring season and also
since the ice storm that cause
damages to yards.
"Yardening"
If I had a buffalo nickel, this
would be the time to squeeze
the... .. .. out of it. The common
complaint these days is everything is going up, except the
amount of money coming in.
There has to be some way to
pull the ends together.
I grew up on a farm and it's

been a long time, but having a
garden is looking better and better. At least everything will be
fresh and I will know it wasn't
shipped in from Mexico after it
has been sprayed with DOT.
So I'm digging up the front
yard. The good news is, what I
dig up I won't have to mow.
Everyone knows, homegrown tomatoes, green beans,
squash and peppers are just
extra good, they are good for us.
This year, I'm leaning toward
planting Sugar baby watermelons. They are so sweet. Yumml

Two hills should supply enough
for me and one or two for a
neighbor. I'll have some cantaloupes too. With luck I'll have
cantaloupes this year, that don't
look like rejects from a football
game.
Think aoout it, what could be
prettier than a healthy squash
plant bursting with big orange
blooms and baby squash? A trellis could grow cucumbers for
salads or green beans for stir fry.
If nothing else, put editable
plants in your flower pots. Why
not skip the petunias and plant

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Public meeting on Tuesday
West KY Allied Services, Inc., will hold a public meeting on
Tuesday at 1 p.m. to discuss the needs of the low-income families
and individuals in Calloway County. This meeting will be held in
the second floor conference room of the Weaks Community Center.
607 Poplar St., Murray. For more information contact the office at
753-0908. All interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Girl Scout unit will meet

Girl Scout Leader Service Unit will meet tonight (Monday) at
6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street.

Support group will meet

A support group for persons who have lost a parent by death is
scheduled each Monday at 7 p.m. For more information call 7537129.

Heritage Bank plans event

Heritage Bank HEROES team will have a rebate night on
Monday from 5 p.m. to close at Nick's Family Sports Pub.
Customers are asked to ask their servers to place their receipt in the
team box so this money can be donated to the American Red Cross
HEROES campaign and will remain in Calloway County.

Dexter-Almo meeting
Dexter-Ahno Heights Water District will meet tonight(Monday)
at 6 p.m. at the district offh:e at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Fire Protection District to meet

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
( Monday)at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station on East Sycamore Street.
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Cynthia Barnes,
president, urges all members to attend.

Registration is going on now
for MusicTime. an early childhood music program at Murray
State University. This fun and
active class is for children from
birth to age 4 and their
parents/caregivers. Activities
include singing. rhyming, moving and instrumental exploration. Classes will be held on
Friday and Saturday mornings
beginning March 6 and 7 and
run for eight weeks.
For more information or to
Laynie
contact
register,
Mitchell at 761-4804 or e-mail
at layniealba@gmail.com.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Community
Music Project
planned

some herbs. Herbs can be decorative and a lot of them will winter over and produce next year..
Anything you grow will help
out with the grocery bill. So this
year, why not look for a space is
your yard where you can stick
some vegetables?
A little yardening does a
body good.

HAPPENINGS

Murray Singles(SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

MWC Board will meet

of Mathematics and Science
said
Gatton
Academy.
Bowman's selection as a
National Merit Finalist is one
more affirmation of what an outstanding young lady she is.
"Her dedication, diligence, and
commitment serve as an exemplary standard for all students."
he said. "We are proud of her
accomplishments and look forward to the major impact she
will have in the years ahead."
More than 1.5 million juniors
in nearly 21.(MX) high schools
entered the 2009 National Merit
Program by taking the 2007
SAT/National
Preliminary
Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Tests. Additionally, approximately 200 colleges and universities are expected to finance
some 4,600 college-sponsored
Merit Scholarship awards for
finalists who will attend the
sponsor institution.
Merit Scholarship winners of
2009 will be announced in foie
nationwide news releases begini
fling in April and concluding in
July.
Bowman is the daughter of
Dr. Michael and Cynthia
Bowman, of Murray.

Photo provided

SCV MEETING: Dr. T.Y. Hiter, Kentucky Division Commander of Sons of Confederate
Veterans, presented a program to members and guests on the career of Confederate General
Hylan Lyon of Lyon County at a meeting of Fort Heiman Camp #1834, SCV. Pictured standing, from left, are William Huffman, Charles Palmer, Justin Palmer, James Stom, Dr. Hiter,
Billy Puckett and Barry Grogan, and seated, Sandy Forest. For more information about the
SCV, contact John Young, Camp Adjutant at 489-2534, or Barry Grogan. Camp Commander
at 436-2602.

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
Individual, Small Business 8, Farm Returns
Limited Openings Cal! Now!

To place an
ad call
753-1916
LEDGEK:cruns

by AMIGA Peeler
West had a great week for "CAIllping" at Hickory Woods It rained on
our first camping day I which didn't
matter anyway since We were camping
indoors.) Maxine Houston said she
never liked camping in the rain. We've
had several comments made about our
camping week. Some residents were
concerned they would have to get in
the tent but lenise is the only one who
actually got in the tent and couldn't get
out because someone zipped her up in
it! The whole week was all about Boy.
and Girl Scouts participating in events
to win badges. The cooking event was
very successful with 20 residents participating. The chocolate cakes they
made smelled wonderful baking but
they all tasted differently. Viva Ellis
forgot to put sugar in her cake and
Faye Hewlett doubled het stig:u and
forgot the flour Mary 1 Thurmond
made the best cake. I think her secret
was to double the sugar. The arts and
crafts event made our birds happy.
They made bird feeders using peanut
butter and hung them outside for our
birds. Some of the other events that
they received badges for was nature, a
survival course, physical activity.
friendship and participation. At the
end of the week during the awards ceremony they were served smores as
their refreshments. No camping trip is
complete without smores.
On Saturday Donna and lenise
loaded up the van and they headed to
Patti•s Restaurant in Grand Rivers for
lunch and then to the Badgen
Playhouse to ..ee 'Her Haw"
Everyone had a delightful day but
,alne home eNhausted.
...,Votking else looks or feels like
home bet we come close
84 URerback Rd. • Murra.
Phone, i.2701 759-8700 • 14186-2.31-5014
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Kristen Downs
Hair Stylist
Graduated from
Ezell's Cosmetology

6.9%
Ell Barry Newsome
Field Rerreseitat,w
270-753-4377

Bring this ad in for
a C-ousc

15% off
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your hair service with her.
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Calloway County Clerk's Offire
Financial Statement
Jauary 1, 9008- December 31. 2008
Ray G. Coursey. Jr.
Receipts
License
Motor Vehicles
Other
Fish & Game

$2,562,463.05
$2,811,525 04
1107,650.00
8332,662.10
815.022.00

Your Future Begins Nowl

Does Your Policy Pay l00'74- of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

RN,LPN,Therapist & CNA

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Nome fieekb

$22 402 00
865,636.00
82.306 00
634,777.43

1-114IC

I

Expenditures
82,484.055.65
Motor Vehicle Usage Tax
$2,696,718.86
Property Tax
$237,892.94
Delinquent Tax
S102,270.38
Deed Transfer Tax
$763,148.51
Motor Vehicle License
$7,176.50
Fish & Game
$197.50
Occupational License
$32,399.32
Legal Process Fees
Operating Expense
Salaries/Expense Allow $547.332.91
$38,830.36
Social Security
813,446.31
Office Equip/Supplies
S4,424.13
Conventionearavel
$6,745 56
Payments to Sheriff
$53,058.03
Atty
Co
to
Payments
81.301.00
Dues. Postage, etc.
S46,765.97
Refuna,Gverpaymenta
145,336.00
Housing Trust Fund
$3.229 78
/14:No
$7,085,028.61
Total

Hospice I Long Term At ute Care I therapy

los ellent Reviefil Package I flexibility I Online(F U Ability
4010 Opportunity for Advent*Tent
Visit aro C•reer Center 0( 0.0.0, i509100P corn

OPEN HOUSE
Truck Driving Program
234 Pioneer Industrial Rd
Mayfield, KY 42066
Thursday, March 12, 2009
10:00 am-6:00 pm
Recruiters will be on site
Tour our facility
Check out our trucks
WIA & VA approved!
(270) 247-9159
New classes beginning now!
C.D.L. Training Seraces IL Consulting Inc. has contaded ettr

GET THIS 1X1
Al)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

mowing/trimming
Chapel
Martin
Cemetery. Deadline
March 31st. For info

call 270-759-6002

CDL Train/rig Services is Ircersed by !he Kentucky Slate
Roam ol Propnetery Educatron
helpAreintngereelitentucky.kcics.edatrockdrlying.ehtml

THE

ONIIJUNITY

7ECHNIt AL COLLEGE 5501CM

TEMPORARY HORMULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-01-09 TO 12-20-09 KY#0374219 (8 OPENINGS)
LARRY TUCKER FARMS, KIRKSEY, KY
03-26-0910 12-01-09 KY 80374177(10 OPENINGS)
MORTON ENTERPRISES, MURRAY. KY

Murray Ledger &
considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputabie, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

Times

activities.
04.01-09 TO 12-31-09 KY #0373654(10 OPENINGS)
JOE DAN TAYLOR, PADUCAH, KY

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall

06-01-09 TO 12-15-09 KY #0373143(7 OPENINGS)
EDOIE KIRKS, FARMINGTON, KY

in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings up to 75% off!
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR

Tobacco/Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer wage
57 2548 00 Hr 14 contract hours guaranteed, ail
tools and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
utenaleiesi
anci summarise pay. elle,
Transport daily to worksrte Apply tor this ioh at the
nearest office of state workforce agency a this state
Using lot order numbers above wrth a copy of this
advertisement Supect to random drug test at employers cost

Saturday Feb. 28th through the end of March!

Don't Miss This Sizedal Sale,
For more info. and to sign up for special
drawings go to http://charliesantiquemalLcom

03-10-09 TO 12-15-09 KY #0373264(8 OPENINGS)
RICKY D. WILKERSON, MURRAY, KY

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
r, t•••.1

s .•

Wiff
• .
•

-, I

-

•

03-26-09 TO 12-20-09 KY #03730678 OPENINGS)
BILLY DALE SMITH, MURRAY. KY

etli•

_

. . • ..

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time dayshift position for Tuesday.
Wednesday anid
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2507 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

04-10-09 TO 01-15-10 KY #037421418 OPENINGS)
NELSON KEY, MURRAY, KY

• • .

04-20-09 TO 12-15-09 KY #0373982)7 OPENINGS)
TOMMY ELKINS, MURRAY, KY
04-10-0910 01-15-10 KY #0373979(10 OPENINGS)
P&C TOBACCO, MURRAY. KY

,41:ts into
" Savings!
4
subscribe to the

LgroVER&TimEs
Local Mail

Home Delivery

,

a

rt rakes.
3mo. —.—.33•4111
3...—$3500
6 so.
6so.—163.00
1 yr.--S105.00 I yr. --$1111.011

All Other Mid
Subscriptions
3 ma--$70.50 3raw —.--175.011
Rest or KY/TN

Topacco/Farm Laborer/ Nursery Laborer wage
57 253,8 OC Hr 3,4 contract hours guaranteed ail
tools and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost TransPortahon
and subsistence pay, after SO'c of contract completed
Transport daily to worksde Apply for this job at the
Yearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using yob order numbers above with a copy of tnis
advertisement Subtect to random drug test at employers cost

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
03-26-09 TO 1-20-10 TN 02353968)4 OPENINGS)
RONNIE BELL. PARIS TN
04-20-09 TO 06-14-09 TN 05254488(32 OPENINGS)
TIDWELL BERRY FARM. SPRING CITY. TN

I PiotuorS Rectenen

I yr.—$1241.811
Check

I yr.---

Money Order

Visa

$145.00

I -it Address
( ity

Zip

I state

Daytime Ph
I '
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
I ir
I.

call (270) 752-1916

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's . We also
offer an excellent benefit package. Full and
part time positions are
Must be
available.
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
2607 Main
Benton
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
Cypress Springs
Resort now hinng for
seasonal waitress,
cook and dishwasher
Call 436-5496 for
appointment

.1126.

DELIVERY
04-01-09 TO 09-20-09 TN #5254487)2 OPENINGS)
TIDWELL BERRY FARM. SPRING CITY. TN
04-01-09 10 11-01-09 TN #2353971 (3 OPENINGS)
TURNER NURSERY. PARIS. TN

NV'

Name

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

270453-24 I I

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A. 8135 on
Part B. Call me for more information

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLUM FILING FOR NY cuEn-rs

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

torn, Isascs,'Karrn

hem,

CANIP SIP I

CLEANING
OF MURRAY, la

'

8 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

753-9224
NICK MCCLURE
IS STILL OWNER

CEMETERY Upkeep.
Accepting bids for

WEST KENTUCKY COMMUNITY I TECHNICAL COLLEGE

West Kentucky

Revenues in excess of Expendituree $18926791
1 certify that this statement, to the hest of my
knowledge. Is true and correct All information is
subtect to audit
Ray G Coursey, Jr

se,taakt

I,1 frip,vrrrn•

IS,,.!

675.036 00
$10,979.39
$3462083
$970 00
$17,303.15
S40,743.89
845.336.00
ti3.1.211.415
$7,274,296,52

^-•

[MM.,: Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Lou V. McGary

Lifeline Home Health Care plans to expand to Calloway
County and is now accepting applications from qualified
applicants for RN's, LPN's, therapist & CNA's. L mail
gail.robertsirylhcqroup.com or call 800.999.2321, ext.
6031, or fax resume to 606 679.7831.

Taxes

— PREPLANNING

INSURANCE-1

Home Health Carr'

$1,072,360.28
*11,94650
$7,396 00

Usage
Ad Valorem
Deed Transfer
Delinquent
Ad Valorem Late Fee
Recandinge
Deeds etc
R'E Mortgages
Powers of Attorney
All Other Recordings
So nice.,
Title Liens
State Fees
Fiscal Court
Candidate Filing Fees
Mow
Overpayments
Housing Trust Fund
Interest
tbtal

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

TobacecYF arm Laborer/Nursery Laborer wage
$7 2538 29 lir 3/4 contract hours guararteed alt
tools and equip at no charge Housing provided 'or
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportaaon
and subsistence pay after 500,of contract r ornpleted
Transport daily to worksrte Apply to. this job at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using lob order numbers above wrtb a copy of this
advertisement Subtect to random drug test at employe!S COSt

lCheck us out on the fklb!I

DRIVER
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,n Mufrdy has an Opp,
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e •
set-installer Mast ha,
CDL-ttax&tat er"Tani P'
EsCilikehl pay great be, •

tor a iocai

mease cas 753- 7J0
cc me tree tor VVarre,
'-600-874-4427561 1 1,
Ills

!Knee hen at
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SEASONAL help
needed Must have
CDL with HazMats
Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin KY (2701437
4000

Appliances

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to lobnetwork corn
Bs default.
Murray anti local job
listings will appear on
this wetimic
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnemork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
U'. if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

LEARN while you earn
position
A
unique
opening. HVAC refrigeration apprenticeship
opening. 1 year HVAC
experience basic electricity strong mechanirequired.
cal skills
Good pay. vacation
holiday pay and health
insurance.
270-436-2991.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in

parson after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

LOCAL, aged-group
USA swim club in need
of head coach (three
coaches
assistant
already in place) to
begin early May. Must
be available 3:00-6:00
Monday Friday. Please
contact Hick McGee at
293-5424 if interested.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work. No
selling_ Work 3:30-7,
M-Th $7-$16 per hr.

position
FULL-TIME
available for experienced farm worker.
Must be able to operfarm
ate types of
equipment as well as
working with livestock.
Experience preferred
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-K, Murray,
KY.

762-9900

ACRES
GREEN
CARE
HEALTH
RN/LPN every weekend 6p-6a. work 12hrs.
get paid for 16hrs.
RN/LPN every other
weekend. 6a-6p, work
12hrs gel paid for
16hrs. Apply in person
Farthing,
W.
402
Mayfield, KY.

63637

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
LPN/RN Part lime.
10p-6a. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care.
402 W. Farthing St.,
Mayfield, KY 42066
HOPKINSVILLE
Real estate licensing
class, days or nights
debit/credit cards
accepted
Free information
(270)223-0789
Email,
deloiseadam s yahoo.
com

IMMEDIATE

Full-time
receptionist Excellent
people. computer 8
typing skills and able to
learn new software
Mail
applications
resumes to PO Box
1040-F. Murray, KY
42071
MASSAGE Therapist
needed. Call (270)
767-0760 for more into,
Mon-Thur 9:00- 3:00.

MECHANIC/SALES
part-time. Apply in person at Murray Rental &
Sales. 200 East Main
St., Murray,
PART-TIME manager.
24 unit property. Send
resume to PO Box
160, Doe Run MO

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
MARINA
Now Hinng For The
2009 Season:
Various part time positions including
Store clerks, Dock
Hands. Housekeeping.
Great for Retirees &
second jobs
now
Applications
being
accepted.
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
Benton, KY
Please Call For
Appointment
270-354-6568

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129

500 or 1.000 gallon
propane tank
270-435-4746

ANTIQUES, Call Larc,
753-3633

1,11SED

APPLIANCES

SINSIWEKKINS

12th
2781M-1713

'605 E South

BUYING
junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections.
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
tr

-WA
'

LA GE
SELECTION

11' TO In \
(• %as

•S‘ ill Pick-up
K1-.1 VII I()
I'9,FS

160,
Ham Furnishings

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used finniture at
great deals

(270)761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

753-55011

COMMERCIAL wood
chipper. Vemeer 935.
only 1,800 hours Good
condition $8,000
731-642-6075
REX'S Worm farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray. KY. Open 2417
Red worms, Night
crawlers, Meal worms,
Wax worms. cold
drinks, ice & ice
cream.
436-2189

APACHE creep feeder
concrete
2,000*
watering trough. creosote fence posts16.0004 winch- electric
fencers 8 misc cattle
equipment Call after
7pm 492-8790

Case IH 1494-8.5HP.
1,800
shift,
power
hours, excellent condition, $8,000. Seeder &
plates 8 clipper system
for tobacco greenhouse. 270-753-8428
or 270-293-6082.

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. Al) the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series On display 'for
free delivery 8 set-up,
custom

Fleetwood
Appliances.
porches. utility pole
included. $13,000 obo
Call 270-489-6126..
1995

14)(70

surround

sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Electronics, Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia
weew.murrayelectronicsinc.com
(270)753-7567

HOUSE & Office
cleaning References

4BR, 2BA 2001
Fleetwood home on
3/4 acre 10 miles
north of Murray 1 mile
off Hwy 641 $52900
financing available
270-791-9792
99 Skyline. 16x80,
3BR, 2BA. vinyl. shingle. Northern built.

nice

(270)489-2525

293-1635
No time for routine
housekeeping or deep
cleaning? Call me
(270)227-6535

OVERSTOCKED!
Get this stuff out of here sale!
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

Main Street Furnishings)
MOM COMPUTERS
Service-Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556

401 Maple St

South side of Court Square
761 7653

THE EVENT OF JINN MIR/
11

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

TIIHIM .40.01101t.i.ost casti. A ea emu
JAMMU POFICill ASE FARM PsIAL MAURY
4.116.111L7

15115 Diuguid Drise • Murray, KY 42071

-111r X 41CIP Pelf

SAT. MARCH 14TH, AT 9.00 A.M.
CPA FAIRGROUNDS - MORD KY
1000T OF ITEMS 1
IN THIS AUCTKIN

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES

We lhey
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure

CONSIGN TO TWE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS...TO PAAMELA KY
anew; YOUR EQUIPMENT ON

761-HOME
76IHOME.COM

a a wmurraykspartmcnts.com
270-767-9111
Spectalizing in newly built
I & 2 bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

CASH
MINES OiiR.
.,,.; ...:E•KfiE; j
FARCY RAMA-270,
623-8466
• WE-:
,et..1.,-, tf41...rlINE.

Replacement doors &
windows roofing &
repair flooring- hardwood & tile interior
trim work Reasonable
rates Insured 2931132 Dwayne Ashcraft

Call 753-5606

REDUCED
16)00

1999
Fleetwood

2BA

28R

ail-appli-

ances

nclud.ngigarbage disposal covered porch

te

metal storage building,
carport Located Fos
Meadows
731-247-3046

LARGE 38R 5295.00.
753-6012
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
WM.dome Lots For
2BR. IBA, applhances,
unfurnished, $400/mo
753-0441
plus

deposit.

1 BR apt, venous foe
cations Coleman RE
Move in free clays
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great loca
lion. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905

IEET
NGS
? St.
iw &

1BR apt. private, free
standing with stairs.
411-1/2 S. 8th St. $275
monthly plus security.
2 BORN Apt. Close to

31S

MSU. First month
FREE Includes washer/drier and partial
utilities Deposit &
Credit Reqd.
978-1123 for info.

furniture
rid

2 BR. 2 BA, no pets.
406 Bambi Ct North.
270-841-5653.
270-376-2746.
2BR duplex, nice.

Desn71
ep feeder
concrete
agh, crepostsh- electric
isc cattle
:all after
0
94-8 5HP,
1.800
ent condiSeeder &
'or system

green753-8428
082

s For SW
.leetwood
>chances

ility pole
1,000 obo
6126
DI
ime on
miles
ay 1 mile

$52900
flable
2
,
16x80inyl. shin)built.
39-2525

sale!
:ES

lings
Square

9080 or leave message

remodeled
NICELY
2BFI duplex, furnished
including all appliances, no pets 414 N
489-2741
8th.
Sautkmonin
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-605o

for
TOWNHOUSES
rent 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
oven,
refrigerator.
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $6305840 a month. First
month 1/2 off. Call
270-348-0458
VERY Nice Large, 2
Bedroom, 2 Bath
Duplex. completely
remodeled, central
heal and air,
washer/dryer, all appliances furnished, great
location no pets, nonsmoking. $650. 00 Per
month, one year lease,
deposit and references
required. 753-5719.

270-474-2520.

ure at
7653

LIKE new, t BR apt, al
1707
appliances,
Brooklyn Dr 270-559-

C/H/A, appliances furnished Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR large upstairs apt
Hardwood floors, oak
cabinets, C/H/A, furmo.
$550
nished
includes water & cable.
Horse stalls available
6 miles from Murray.

489-2741.
2BR townhome 1.58A,
W/D. 2-car garage
$500
$695 lent,
deposit, first month
free,
1 -year lease. no pets
1401
293-3904
Diuguid Dr.
2BR Townnouse,
included S475 00/rno
1BR, 1BA on Brooklyn
Dr $315 00/mo
Please Call 753-7559
2BR, patio, no pets
$355zmo 293-6070
3 BR house, w/d,
Ca-VA $500. 1-2-3 BR
Apt. 753-0606.
4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 28R.
1.5 bath garage all
C,H A.
appliances,
water, sewer, end trash
pick-up furnisheo. 1
pet
small
indoor
allowed. $675 mo. 4354273 or 293-7404
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
water, sewer, trash,
eiectnc included
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H.A. W&D.
$600- 2
$6753 people. water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets

people,

(2701293-3710

Nouns For Rent
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
completely
House,
centralremodeled
heat/ air, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished. quiet location
near the lake. no inside
non-smoking.
pets.
$650. 00 per month.
one year lease, deposit
references
and
required. 753-5719.

2 BR. appliances, wid
hook-up. air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo.
South 9th St
270-767-0615.
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
313R. 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets
293-3710
SMALL 3BR, IBA,
Only 3mi from town on
94E. $500/mo+ utilities. Must have referSerious
ences.
inquines only.
270-293-3572

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-766P

Aff

sloes it,

your needs
Located by
Frogs) radio station
tit

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m AI+
tYY (WI \
'.14 )14 ‘1.1
\
,,atsaisfeiut yr
tcs

. 11 Vm1.14
L

MURRAY Store aria
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

PREMIER
WHISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed

•Safe & clean
•We sett boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
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building. 30x40. Could
be used for storage.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905,

293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Realty nice! Great for

antiques. restaurant
retail, etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
available.
suites
Adlacent to MSU. $200
and up Including utili-

ties,

restrooms.

Gorgeous ready to
finish 3BR.+2BA log
home on beautifully
wooded 1+ acre lake
access parcel w free
boat slips On
160,000 acre recreational lake in KY
Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154 x.2208 KY Land
Partners, LLC

kitchen, conference
room & more. Century
21 Bargei RE. 270247-2421.

Psts & Supplies
AKC Collie puppies
sable & white.
270-227-4227
after 5prn
Corgi puppies AKC
registered, shots, child
friendly, ready to go
end of March. $375
270-703-7177.
DOG Obedience
436-2858
JACK Russell 6 wks
$75. Malti-Poo Jack 14
$50
shots.
wks..
(270)527-7910

1999 4 Star, 2 horse
aluminum slant horse
'railer, rear rack. nice
Spotted
S I 0,500
miniature lack. $300
435-4420
HAY: Alfalfa, Alfalfa
Mix, Pure Orchard
Grass, Grass Mixes.
Locally grown. high
protein, TDN. test
available $5-$6 a bale
before
753-8848
8 30pm

3BR, 1 5BA 1.598 sqtt
Many
on 1 acre
updates New roof.
Asking $102.000 2938339 after 5pm for
appt
BENTON Country

Club
new construction.
3BR. 2BA, www
whaestonecontractors
com. 703-7308

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
In Riverfield
Estates_
Matt Jennings

293-7872
• Pill'

Mint/ 1.2401:4 Pow'
270-753-1916

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All ize Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

I Aldridge & IteCulston
Pooting co
Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Expenence
Poo Tables Bought Sod
Serviced and Moved

731-819-4655

'Free estimates
'Guarantee 000.customer satisfaction
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, us-ii's &
repairs. decks presand
washed
sure
stained 436-2228
COWBOY-UP
ROOFING

TROYER S
Construction
Pole Barns. Garages,
Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer

804-688.4

I

Fulty Insured
Free Estrrrrates
(270) 705-5077
DAVIS Handiwork's
We've expanded
Small home repairs.
roofing, siding, storm

clean-up & home building to suit lots available
north of Murray.
(270)227-9484
DNJ
HANDYMAN

293-5438

arenue

,
Since 1986
24 noun maws
Res.. Com. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - hug or small
293-8377. 436-2867
Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc

270-227-3574

vertshoustonelettricce.com
ELECTRICIAN

Construction,
Remodeling or Just
A Switch Carpentry
& General Repair
Licensed & Insured
Keith 205-6128
FENCE TECH
Cnain link, wood or
vinyl. (270)970-5981
(270)705-8670

Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
Junk & tree work
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman &
Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don.
Murray area

ADAMS Horne
improvement
Remodeling Roofing
Repairs Storm Cleanup. No Job too small
Licensed & Insured
227-2617
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Sagging floors
*Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No lob too small
ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes *Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches •Garages
*Rotten
•Sagging
Floors *Termite
Damage -Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
M&R Tree Service
Providing brush pl, •
up & removal, tree culling, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Jerry
Insured

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

H \I
Nt

\r.l

\l

TS:ki Murdock •
1'
1,1011.1 ,
Disilra
HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up tree
tr,mming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692.
270-759-4116
HOME & Lawn
Mowing, leaf mulch
gutter cleaning,
repairs. painting. etc.
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

JOE'S JOBS
• Small househohl
repair'& sard stork
Sante hi:mils
.
75.4-4344

227-3644

Friss Cokimn

emai
CleSSitiefOt

*.•

,rrayfedgef.COM
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Tuesday, Mardi 3, 2009:
Often you think you have great
ideas this year, only to have
them fall ilat. You might wonder
what is the best thing to do.
Learn to listen to others' ideas
and clothe your thoughts more
in their words. If you meet
someone this year, check this
person out, especially if you feel
very comfortable with him or
her. If you are attached, the two
of you need more time alone
together. Then the warmth of the
past comes forward. GEMINI
cad be touchy!

direct, you could meet someone
quite exotic and full of depth.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Reach out for someone you care about deeply. If you
have problems communicating,
you can get past them if you
relax and give up expectations
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Togethemess feels like
an appropriate theme. If you
need to move into another situation, work with a key person.
With understanding and time.
you might be shocked by the
possibilities
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Defer to others, if you

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I-Difficult

know what is good for you and
what works. Your ability to get
through problems emerges but
sometimes it is more important
for other people to figure out
their problems on their own.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
effectiveness
Your
****
makes an extreme difference in
the end results. Realize your limits through experience, not mentally deciding what is enough

defer to others, making sure we
can have what we need happen.

if you remain upbeat and positive, with a touch of practically,
you will go long and far. Think

and what is not.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a stand and know
what needs to happen between
you and another person. You
could be very busy and feel over-

positively only.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Keep smiling, as you seem
to be about to make a difference
that allows greater ebb and flow

whelmed.

from others Your sense of
humor goes far when dealing

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Keep communication flow-

with the many people who pop
into your life

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Take your time making a
decision and pushing forward.
How you deal with someone and
the choices you make could be a
bit overwhelming. Lie back,
knowing the right answers will
come forward

ing despite an innate desire to
clam up and say little. Keeping
your own counsel could make all
the difference in the world. Don t
underestimate your .moact.

Greg Niansfield/s

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Knowledge and cooperation mix nicely together, making

METAL

nearly anything possibte. Your
ability to tune in and make strong
decisions marks your style.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Recognize your role as
leader of the gang -- you love
being on stage. Others look to
you for answers and direction.
Listen to news that heads your
way but could be controversial.

OF MURRAY
'Storm Damage
Repair
'Gutter & Garage
Repair &
Replacement

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Know when to look
beyond the obvious, and you'll

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

-

Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

•Ceramac *Marble
•Hardwood
Licensed & insured

• vieekly & smial pickup% accomplish much more than in
• locally OW ned/uperated the past. If you are single and
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton to:amite
& 'Marble

. •

FREE rats & guinea
pigs 270-210-6067

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** The time has come to

bus701

FierCEstar'alks:

1

for

12701782-2387

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR,
ONLY $75.00
A "MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• bust' rroraoir ma
• Land Cleanng
• Tractor Work
• DirtiGravel Hauling
(270) 226-9015

01* years ONp.

WOOLtRi_._
' '.00MPANiES •
1:NDOEING •• •
...•
been seg. Benvied*
•.
r& inaured
_

,
Leardead congest.
1
Free Fatima**
i (27012%1-402c
(27312i3-1924

Horoscope

aningie work Metal
& Rubber Rooting

•
. LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring
". landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
SSIestaction guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611

227-9641
Cali
ene WO be
glad Whelp

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
Storm Clean-up
(270)293-8377
(270)436-2867

Dainting.decks,
remodeling,repair,
storm cleanup, etc

753-9562
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath
1350 Sq Ft brick home
whaarage,
all appliances newer
and included. $94,900
Call 812-677-1046

customer is satisfied

Tr,,y 2-5 578 2623

'(2701 703-9523
Benton.KY
Licensed and insured

227-0313

Ready-to-Finish
LAKE LOG HOME
Only $149,900
FREE Boat Slips

until

(
45
'
76) 753-8

• • 7.53-15.r

94 Mercury Sable, runs
great. Asking $1.500

Low utility bills work753-6106, home753-3258.

'No lob is comp‘ete

"

AURORA TREE COSAPANY--For all your tree
care needs
and
'Cut, trim
removal
'Debris removal
•New planting and
Care
'Residential and commercial

2004 Pontiac
Bonneville SLE 63K
$8.999
a002 VW Jena GLI 6speed $6,900
2003 Pontiac Grand
sunroof
GT.
Prix
$5.000
1999 Chevy 5-10 5.
speed. $4,499
2002 Ford 4x4 Quad
cab $7.999
2004 Chevy Tracker LT
454 $7,599
We trade
wirw.ckmotorsky.com
270-705-5973-anytime
2000 Cougar (74,000
miles) Ice Blue looks
good. runs good.
$4.750.00.
1992 Toyota Corolla
Runs well. $1850.00
293-4076 or after 6.00
p.m 753-3507

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-7so-4218

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell 270-227-3140

P •"'

after 5:00.
3yr. old commerciai

*Stump Removal •Ail modern epquipment
•24 hour emergency service *Licensed & Insured

ci

/005 Mazda 6 $7,400

Murra,ledrort a. Tone. I air

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped trimmed or removed

•ti.d`t
•

,sed Cars

bon it rnake yin .uch
lonutAt.on• or dntnnitna

1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass. $750 month
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)

1993 Ford Explorer.
4x4, 5-speed, V6, high
miles $1,000 731'36-0964

Mi.. Gareiyt,
Installation repair and
maintenance for resi
dermal and commercial
door and openers
Including dock levelers
and dock plates Free
Estimtes Repair storm
damaged doors Call
270-293-2357

vi,11 \Li
\ I lichen tiro,.

14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

S.

ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
721 S. 4TH ST.
Come of 121 S. & Umiak
ISX10 $25 10115 $40
IntI 436-2524
(7701 2934906

feit 2274726

Home

ASHCRAFT

USED TIRES

1,7111c

‘;kr

# Str•Kr% kit
/air

Repair

[PUtia"
el
Mobile Noma For Sai

\

Sienna Mired

ANFIBRENTS OF EVERY DESCRFITON!!

[Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 1 1 TH - 12TH - 13Th
STAFF & LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8043 A.NI TO 6:01,3 P.M. EACH DAY...
UPITIL rrif LOT IS RILL..
wen MISS NIS littia ANNUAL EVENT/
-vi.
,Ps,m Asiatipat hoar, We So Aosoofo011
,
-.4re A, Worn 'Ares Sat feeelli ANN 'Mkt
PW AM, Acme gem MO III Gil"wear As Sidesete
. .

I, 11 I (11111
I 111 \ s1 141 It 1

530

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m. _t
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr

DOZERS - BACKBOES - TRUCKS

530
Union Ofisrea

Union Mod

Ineentit-VITIA.11,..re a all f..r r'8ai4r

One and Two Bedrixim ,Apartnicni,
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Appli,Aloes

WE NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

int
A

Monday, \tart h 2, 2009 • -
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1293-84801

Do you need
help with your
401(k)rollover?
We r..- arr help .,,01,r understaNI your option;
mike ytior retreinelt ,11‘.1PV4 work •ra ynd
y
•nr
).Noorimer .-7,t the Wcrr1

Michael Utley
Financial Advisor
753-4377
WOODMEN,.
`ItheWORLD
w000meo ot trie worn 1.4 -eurarr e SOur..
e (")^

Insurance Protection

•

Finantial Security

8• Monday, March 2, 2009
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10 years ago
Murray State University Racers won 62-61 over Southeast
Missoun to win the Ohio Valley
Conference Basketball Tournament
played at Nashville. Tenn. The Racers ha, won 91-69 in the semifinals over Morehead Eagles. Published as a picture of MSU Racer
Aubrey Reese whose buzzer-beaten shot gave the Racers the automane bid to the NCAA Tournament holding the OVC Championship trophy. The photo was by
Sports Editor and Photographer
Scott Heaney. MSU Basketball
Coach Tevester Anderson and
Southeast Missouri Basketball
Coach Gary Garner have been
named as Co-Coaches of the year
by the Ohio Valley Basketball
Conference.
Births reported include a boy
to Michael and Stacie McDermott. Feb.II.
20 years ago
Dr. Paul Jones was named as
he new superintendent of Murray
Independent Board of Education
by the school board. He is pictured with Doralyn Lanier, interim superintendent. and Doris
('ella. chairperson of the board.
Murray State University Racers won 86-74 and Lady Racers
won 78-72 over basketball teams
from Morehead State University.
High scorers were Jeff Martin for
Racers and Sheila Smith for Lady
Racers.
Births reported include a girl
to Kathy and James Smith and a
got to Teri and Richard Brawncr. Feb. 28.
30 years ago
A goal of 511.124 for the
American Red Cross 1979-80 Fund
Drive has been set by the board
at a meeting at the Holiday Inn.
according to Dr. Jack Rose. general fund drive chairman.
Published is a picture of the
new officers of the Medical Auxiliary of the Calloway County Medical Society. They are Mrs. Prue
Kelly. president-elect; Mrs. DonMrs. David
ald Hughes

Barrett. vice president, and Mrs.
William Wilson. secretary -treasurer
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Easley, Feb.
21. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Washer. Feb. 22.
40 years ago
The long awaited traffic light
at the intersection of 12th and
Main Streets will be installed this
week, according to Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis.
Dean Crutchfield. minister of
Green Plain Church of Christ, left
Feb_ 23 tor Madra. India. where
he will be working with Bro. Carl
E. Johnson in the Ministry of
Church School there for six weeks.
Phyllis Lindsey and Randy Grogan. both students at Murray High
School. tied for first place winners in the art contest sponsored
by the Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
50 years ago
Dr. John C. Quertermous of
Murray attended a dinner meeting of the Kentucky Medical Association honoring the Kentucky
Congressmen and Senate members at Washington, D.C.
Clara Eagle. member of the
fine arts faculty of Murray State
College. spoke about "An Photography" at a meeting of the
Zeta Department of t he Murray
Woman's Club.
Rev. Jack Jones is serving as
pastor of Poplar Spnng Baptist
Church.
60 years ago
Lynnwood Strader, president of
the Kentucky Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, was speaker at the banquet held by the
Murray Training School Chapter
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Training Colts won
41-35 over Mayfield Cardinals with
Houston and Waldrop high scorers for the Colts; Murray High
Tigers lost 0-32 over Lone Oak
Purple with Jeffrey high scorer
for the Tigers.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Compatible relationships are
built on respect, not argument
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a wonderful man I'll call
"George" for the past 14 months.
We have never had an argument or even a disagreement.
We both have good jobs, like
doing the same things, and we
see each other every weekend.
coOur
workers and
family memhave
bers
commented
that we seem
remarkably
happy as a
couple.

Dear Mk

Don't get me
wrong.
George and I
By Abigail
know what
Van Buren
we like and
dislike in life. We talk about
things, have serious discussions
and deal with whatever comes
our way. But for some reason,
my sister insists that by now
my boyfriend and I should have
had at least one good argument.
She thinks its weird that we
haven't, and says we are 'trying too hard" to make each other
happy. She says George and I
are ignoring things that could
cause unhappiness.
My sister is younger. married, works full-time and has
three kids. I think she may be
secretly jealous of our relationship. So I ask you, Abby. DO
all couples have to argue or
have disagreements? -- "MISS
BLISS' in N.Y.C.
Dear "MISS BLISS": No,
they do not. Some couples have
a higher compatibility quotient
than others. Intelligent, mature
people do not necessarily agree
on everything. However, they
respect each other's right to dis-

Todayinitistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. March 2,
the 61st day of 2009. There are
304 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 2, 1939, Roman
Catholic Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli was elected Pope on his 63rd
birthday: he took the name Pius
XII.
On this date:
In 1793, the first president of
the Republic of Texas. Sam Houston, was born near Lexington, Va.
In 1836, the Republic of Texas
formally declared its independence from Mexico.
In 1877. Republican Rutherford B. Hayes was declared the
winner of the 1876 presidential
election over Democrat Samuel J.
Tilden,even though Tilden had won
the popular vote
In 1899, Mount Rainier National Park in Washington state was
E3

E3

established.
In 1917, Puerto Ricans were
granted U.S. citizenship as President Woodrow Wilson signed the
Jones-Shafroth Act.
In 1939, the Massachusetts legislature voted to ratify the Bill
of Rights, 147 years after the first
10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution had gone into effect.
(Georgia and Connecticut soon
followed.)
In 1943. the World War II Battle of the Bismarck Sea began;
U.S. and Australian warplanes were
able to inflict heavy damage on
a Japanese convoy
In 1958, a multinational expedition led by British explorer Vivian
Fuchs completed the first overland crossing of Antarctica by
way of the South Pole in 99 days.
In 1977, the U.S. House of
Representatives adopted a strict
code of ethics.

In 1989, representatives from
the 12 European Community
nations agreed to ban all production of CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) by the end of the 20th century.
Ten years ago: Texas Gov.
George W. Bush announced he
was forming a presidential
exploratory committee. Conservative commentator Pat Buchanan
launched a third White House bid.
Singer Dusty Springfield died at
her home west of London at age
59.
Five years ago: A series of
coordinated blasts in Iraq killed
181 people at shrines in Karbala
and Baghdad as thousands of Shiite Muslim pilgrims gathered for
a religious festival. John Kerry
laid claim to the Democratic presidential nomination after his victories in Super Tuesday contests.
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Reader finds fountain
of youth?

workDEAR DR. GOTT: I have dition prevents her from
found the simplest, cheapest and ing full time at any job. Please
tastiest cure for aging and symp- help!
DEAR READER: Vasomotoms of growing older Simply
that caustake two Oreo cookies (regular. tor riunitis is a condition
nose, sneeznot the light ones i and separate es a constant runny
It is
them carefully so that all the ing and nasal congestion.
cream ends not caused by an infection or allerup on One gy. Symptoms are often triggered
half of the by certain medications, air polcookie. Then lution, strong emotions, dry
take the two atmosphere, spicy foods or other
cream halves irritants.
The condition is similar to
and place one
blue M&M that associated with minor upperon one and a respiratory infections and aller•••
green on the gies but without an obvious cause.
DEAR ABBY: Our 10-yearather. Eat the Without knowing what the trigold son. 'Harry." is a sore loser.
blue M&M gers are, treatment can be diffiIf we play a sport or a board
cookie before cult.
I suggest your daughter keep
dinner and
game with him, he ends up in
By
the green one a journal of her daily activities
tears if he doesn't win. Someand substances to which she is
Dr. Peter Gott after.
times he will cheat if he thinks
a exposed. For example, are her
After
it will help him win. He even
is
dozen years of this regimen, 1 symptoms worse when the air
becomes upset when his favorite
dry or when she is upset? By
more
and
happier
younger,
feel
NHL hockey team loses a game.
satisfied in life. Could this be keeping a daily record, she might
We have told Harry repeatbe able to spot patterns that will
fountain of youth?
the
edly that games are supposed
DEAR READER: I certain- allow her to reduce or prevent
trigto be fun, but he seems unable
ly hope so! My only question contact with the offending
to grasp the concept. We do not
to you is. what do you do with gel(s).
Decongestants and antihistaknow what else to do. Can you
non-creani-covered
two
the
may
help? -- HAVING NO FUN IN
halves? If I ate those pieces, would mine or steroid nasal sprays
conCANADA
the effects be reversed or void- bring symptoms under better
trol. Your daughter should be
DEAR HAVING NO FUN:
ed out?
under the care of an otolarynReaders, please let me know
Learning to handle and channel
spewhat you think of this possible gologist (ear-nose-and-throat
frustration is part of growing
"fountain of youth." Give it a cialist). He or she can then help
up. Nobody likes to lose, yet
try and tell me if you feel hap- her develop a treatment plan.
winning and losing are a part
Now to a related, but perpier and youngei. If it works,
of every competition. If you catch
something haps not medical, topic. You say
found
have
may
we
Harry cheating, there should be
your Iiiighte. cannot hold down
worthy of scientific study!
a penalty, and you should let
Thanks for sharing your pos- a full-time job because of this
him know you are disappointed
itively delicious "remedy" for condition. I find this incredibly
in him.
hard to believe. She appears to
old age.
Continue to impress upon your
DEAR DR. GOTT': What be using this benign yet annoy- .
son that the most important aspect
treatment is available for vaso- ing condition as an excuse. No
of sportsmanship (or gamesmanmotor rhinitis? My 41-year-old one likes having a drippy nose
daughter was diagnosed with this. or sneezing, but to claim it preship) is learning not only to be
She is married, has a daughter vents full-time employment is ruba gracious winner but also to
and lives in London. Her con- bish
be gracious in defeat. Tiger
Woods is a glowing example of
sportsmanship at its best. A cheat
may win a game, but when the
deed is discovered, no one
respects the person. It's sad to
say. but we have seen examnext It, deals and never trailed again.
South dealer.
ples of that, too, in professionToday's deal is the one that thrust
North-South vulnerable.
al sports in recent years.
the U.S. into the lead for good. When
NORTH
Jill Blanchard and Irina Lev tuna held
•Q 109
the North-South cards, they reached
010 8 76
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that
six clubs as shown. Blanchard's dou•K 9
men, no matter their ages, are
ble of two spades was of the -nega2
6
Q
•K
jerks? I am a single mom and
tive" variety, and Levitina cuebid
EAST
WEST
four spades over East's three-spade
have been divorced for two
•K 2
411 8 76 5 4 3
nuisance bid to indicate a powerful
9942
IP K Q3
years. I date occasionally, and
hand. Blanchard felt a five-club bid
•J 10 8 4 2
•5 3
when I do. I try to date good
would not do _justice to her excellent
•J 9 7
ALS
—
beconstguys who could possibly
support tor that suit. so she leaped to
SOUTH
more.
slam.
A
West led a low spade, and Last
V A .1 5
Abby. I never get a second
withheld the king as South won with
•AQ 76
date! I am sweet and can carry
the ace. Declarer drew three rounds
*A 10 8 4 3
on a conversation. I go out with
of trumps, ending in dummy. and
The bidding:
just
them or cook for them. I
rutted a spade in her hand, felling the
Nona East
West
South
king. This allowed Levitina to dis3•
Dbk
2•
don't understand why they never
1+
card one of her heart losers on the
6•
Pass
4•
give me a second chance. -spade queen. so the slam came
Opening lead -- six of spades.
HURT IN ROSWELL, N.M.
rolling home.
men
all
DEAR HURT: Not
At the other table, the Chinese
The United States won the 1996
are "jerks." Because you are
World Olympiad Women's Teams. South,/hang Yalan. also opened one
but her bid was strong. artificial .
club,
final.
defeating China in the 96-deal
consistently getting the same
The final margin ov er the Chinese. and forcing. saying nothing about
reaction from every man you
who during the past two decades clubs. Juanita Chambers hid three
date, it is time to seriously conhave become a world bridge power. spades, and North, Gu Ling, bid
three notrump, ending the auction
sider what you might be doing
was 70 International Match Points.
without the Chinese locating their
In the float, the Chinese women
to chase them away. A good
got off to a fast start, leading by 20 excellent club fit. North made II
place to start would be by havIMPs after the first 32 deals. But the tricks, but the Americans gained 12
ing a frank talk with some of
Americans gained 66 IMPs in the IMPs.
playour male relatives and/or
Tomorrow: Score one for the defense.
tonic friends.
ndkaie
2009 Kgeau.,

agree without it degenerating
into an argument.
It appears that you and George
recognize how lucky you are to
have found each other. Whether
your sister is jealous is beside
the point. When you are ready
to take the next step, premarital counseling -- which I think
is a good idea for all couples
-- can ensure that you and George
are on the same page about the
things you both think are important.

Dr. Gott
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Famous Hand

Crosswords
38 Orchestra
member
40 Per
42 Disco light
44 Endangered
trees
46 H S. class
48 Get clean
49 Vacation spot
50 Hindu royalty
52 Canada Dry
product
54 Watch
to Yves
State,
55
56 Copied
57 Late evening
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1 Team cheer
4 Cornmeal
product
8 Rouoh it
12 Time period
13 Dog food brand
14 Flock members
15 Arc
17 Churchill
successor
19 Polynesian
plant
20 Dairy-case buy
21 Explosions
23 U-turn from SW
24 Exercises as
Power
26 DC gun lobby
29 Mortgages
30 Hauled into
court
31 Kingdoms
33 Puny
35 Advantage
36 Nasty shocks
37 Mark McGsvire s
g
1

Spy mission
As — — (usually)
Cottontail
Ginnie or
Fannie
5 Appliance-tag
letters
6 Hexes
7 Rookie surfer
8 Small change
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

3-2 ID 2009 United Fea ure Syndicate inc
shucks!'
9
10 Got together
11 Air-pump
rneas
16 Most of Kauai
18 Slalom run

7
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14
19

17

15

11
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24
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53

50
56

55
1

•

54
57

21 Poker stakes
22 Slights
25 Computer mfr.
27 CSA monogram
28 Lemon drink
29 Smears
30 Lobby
furnishing
31 45 or 78
32 Pipe fitting
33 Pate de —
gras
34 Urban
people-movers
36 Switch
positions often
(hyph.)
38 Mouths
39 — nova
40 Game-show
host
41 Very pale
43 Tease
45 Most recent
46 Before.
in combos
47 Consume
49 Awful
51 Sodium
in formulas
53 Tour — force
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RACERS WIN OVERTIME BATTLE WITH EASTERN KENTUCKY SATURDAY; WILL GET
TENNESSEE STATE TUESDAY IN FIRST ROUND OF OVC TOURNAMENT AT RSEC
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By TIM MACALLISTER
Special to the Ledger
The Racers won on senior
night in a thrilling overtime
victory and closed out the regular season on a seven-game
conference win streak.
Murray State got the third
seed in the OVC tournament
on Saturday after beating Eastern Kentucky in overtime. 7065. It was also the 10th win
in the last II conference games.
The Racers started sluggishly, hailing 7-2 early but
battled back and took their
first lead at 10-9 with 12:30
remaining on a three-pointer
by sophomore Isacc Miles. Neither team could build a substantial lead until Eastern Kentucky went on a run with 4:30
left in the half.
Two threes by Josh Taylor
and one by Josh Jones boosted the Colonels into an eight
point lead at the half, 35-27.
"I thought in the first half
our post guys were real tentative," said Murray State head
coach Billy Kennedy. "We got
the ball inside and we didn't
attack the basket. We didn't
get it inside as much as we
wanted to. We had seven
turnovers in the first half and
it led to transition baskets."
In the second half, the Racers made a 7-0 run capped
by a three from senior Tyler
Holloway, which brought his
team within one. Another three
from Holloway with 12:08 left
took the lead at 44-42. The
Colonels regained the lead but
could never stretch the gap to
more than four points.
With less than two minutes
left, the Racers trailed by four
but two Danero Thomas free
throws cut the lead to two.
One free throw by Papa
Oppong moved the deficit to
three.
The next Racer possession
ended with Miles driving to
the basket and hitting a wide
open Kevin Thomas for three
and the tie. With 28 seconds
remaining. Thomas did not let
his senior night end on a bad
note, tying the game at 61.
Mike Rose's last second shot
for the Colonels went awry.
Coach Kennedy said the top
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Lady Lakers
Lady Bombers set
for grudge match
FIRST-ROUND MATCHUP HAS
CHAMPIONSHIP FEEL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
If Calloway County's opening round First Region tournament matchup with Ballard
Memorial tonight feels more
like a semifinal or final, that's
because it very well could
have been.
The second game of
tonight's session pits two of
the region's top three teams
against one another in a blockbuster first-round matchup that,
on paper, should all but determine who will be playing in
Saturday's championship game.
Calloway. Ballard and Marshall County have been head
and shoulders above the rest
of the region tournament field
over the course of the regular season.
And when Scott Sivills'
Lady Laker bunch fell to Marshall in the 4th District championship game on Friday. the
longtime head coach had a
feeling he might be seeing the
3rd District champion Lady
Bombers sooner rather than
later.
"We probably would have
ended up playing them in the
semifinals or the finals, anyway." said Sivills. "We've got
to put three games in a row
together to win this thing anyway, and we feel like we've
played a strong enough schedule to prepare us for it."
Ballard
and
Calloway
squared off in the semifinals
last season, with the Lady
Lakers taking a 75-33 victory. But while Calloway lost four
senior starters from last year's
team. Ballard returned its entire
squad intact.
The two teams met in
December at the Metropolis
Tournament at Massac County (Ill.). with Calloway tak-

Tonight
,
(21 'Cassie Co vs (1)Pad Tighrnan 6pr
(2)Caloney Co vs(1)Elabd Man 745 pm ,
Tuesday
(2)Graves Co vs (1) hackman Co 6 p m
(2)Hear! vs (l) Marshall Co 7 45 m
Friday
6pm
Semifinal *1
7 45 m
Semifinal *2
Saturday
7pm •
Championship game
1 Monday and Tuesdays games will
'
be played at Racer Arena while the
semifinals and finals will be held at the
Regional Special Events Center

vicgtoray. much slimmer 59-5.
in
But that game feels like an
:
eternity ago to both coaches,
"Both teams have matured
a lot and it's been a long
time." said Ballard coach Kevin'
Estes. "You still have to stop
Kayiz (Cunningham) ant.I'
Averee (Fields) and hope their.
guards don't get into a rhythrr!,
from outside."
The Lady Lakers couldn't
resembling
anything
find
rhythm in a 47-25 district
championship loss to MarshallCounty on Friday.
The game was the first time
on the big stage for the Lady
Lakers' bevy of underclassmen guards. and it showed.
Calloway got no offensive production outside of Fields and
Cunningham until late in the
fourth quarter.
"We just didn't execute our
offense and didn't get the ball
to our playmakers," said Sivills1
"We'll fix that."
Ballard. meanwhile, proved
it deserved mention among the
region's elite with a 52-50
win over the Lady Marshals
during the final week of the
regular season.
NI Sett LADY LAKERS, 10

FIRST REGION BOYS'TOURNAMENT

KEVIN COURT photo
18 points
Murray 5tate sopnumore guard isacc Miles led the Racers it scoring with
host to
play
now
will
MSU
night.
Saturday
Kentucky
Eastern
against
and six assists
Tennessee State at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday night at the RSEC.

RACERS WIN FIRST REGULAR SEASON OVC TITLE; GET

iSU

Parity marks 2009
tournament as
draw is unveiled
CALLOWAY COUNTY GETS HEATH IN

That's A Wra
:4

This Week
First Region Tournament

THURSDAY FIRST-ROUND MATCHUP

TUESDAY

By rim MACALLISTER
Special to the Ledger
The first is always sweetest.
At least that's the experience of the
Murray State
women's basketball team
after winning
their first OVC
regular season
title.
The Racers
up
wrapped
the title and
the first seed
in the OVC
to
after beating
Eastern Kentucky 80-60 on Saturday.
The Racers jumped out early
and, despite some lulls, would
never trail. With the five seniors starting the game, Murray
State smothered Eastern Kentucky.
The Lady Colonels were
held without a field goal by
the Racers for the first five
minutes of play and trailed 9KEVIN COURT photo 2 early. That wouldn't last long
Eastern Kentucky defender in the with Eastern Kentucky lightAshley Hayes pulls down this rebound against an
rebounds and 19 points in a ing for their season.
eight
had
Hayes
RSEC.
the
at
night
Saturday
first half
•See MSU, 10
80-60 victory.

TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Coming into Saturday's First
Region tournament draw. Calloway County head coach Bruce
Lane could honestly say he
had no preference on a firstround opponent for his freshly-crowned 4th District champion Lakers.
Part of that could have to
do with the fact that Calloway
is the only squad in the region
to have beaten each of the
tournament's seven other contenders this season.
But Lane's indifference likely had more to do with the
across-the-board depth of the
2009 field, something that isn't
apparent when looking strictly
at records.
No team is a better example of that than the Lakers'
Thursday night opponent —
Heath. The Pirates carry an
unimpressive I I- I 5 mark into
the tournament. hut their ability to beat the region's best is
undeniable.
Burlin
First-year coach
Brower's club took Paducah
Tilghman to double overtime
in Friday's 2nd District championship and owns a four-point
victory over Marshall County
in January.
"Heath's playing well right
now and (senior euard) Eric
Straub is one of the best players in the region." Lane said.

This Week

First Region Tournament
Wednesday
(2) Marshall Co vs It Carlisle Co 6 p m
(2)1•Aayfekl vs (1) Pad Tighrnan 746 p m
Thursday
(21 Fulton Co vs ( 1 Grasps Co 6 p m
(2) Heath vs (1) Calloway Co 7 45 p m
Monday. March 9
6p m
Seminal Cl
7 45 p rn
Semifinal *2
Tuesday. March 10
7pm
Championship game
"All games played at Regional SpechalEvents Center

"There's no easy bracket to
in. These first-round games can
go either way and we knew
we were going to be in a
bracket with either Graves or
Tilghman."
The Pirates aren't the only
two-seed capable of pulling an
upset in Thursday and Friday's
first round. Mayfield, matched
up with Paducah Tilghman:
owns a victory over 1st District champion Carlisle County and pushed 3rd District winner Graves County to a three:
point loss on Feb. 12.
Fulton County. matched uP
with Graves, is perhaps the
weakest team in the field, but
has arguably the region's best
player at its disposal in soph:
omore Leonard Smith.
The credentials of Marshall
County. the 4th District's runl
net-lip, speak for themselves.:
All of this leads Carlisle
See PARITY, 10
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NASCAR

Busch drives from the back to win on home track
LAS VEGAS (AP)-Thar
were no NASCAR opportunities when Kurt and Kyle Busch
were growing up in Las Vegas.
Back then, the .375-mile paved
Bullring was all they had.
Then ground was broken in
the mid 1990s for Las Vegas
Motor Speedway, and the Busch
brothers watched an empty din
lot transform into one of the
glitziest facilities in NASCAR.
There are more hallowed
tracks in NASCAR, but Las

Vegas is the one place where
the brothers dreamed of winning. They finally made their
first trip to Victory Lane on
Sunday, when Kyle Busch drove
from the back of the field to
win his first NASCAR race on
his home track.
-This was actually part of
the parking lot, 1 think, for
that Bullring racetrack." Busch
said. "I remember sitting up
in the grandstands when I was
younger and when Kurt and

my dad were racing, turning
around and looking out there
and watching it ... watched the
grandstands go up, the banking be put in, the outside retaining wall, the garages be built.
"Every weekend we were
over at the Bullring and saw
what was happening."
So it was an emotional family affair following Busch's
win.
Older brother Kurt started
second and finished a disap-

pointing 23rd, but still gave
his brother a heartfelt hug in
Victory Lane. Their mother.
Gaye, had tears streaming down
her face.
"I tell you what, this is pretty cool." Busch said. "I didn't know exactly what it would
mean, but coming to the checkered flag, there were knots in
my stomach. It's bigger than
winning the Daytona 500. I
said it wasn't going to be, but
it is.

•Parity
From Page 9
County coa,h Brian O'Neill to call this
the most wide-open tournament field he's
seen since 2004.
-This is probably the most parity we've
seen since 2004 when all the district runner-ups beat all the champions in the first
round," said O'Neill, whose team is
matched up with Marshall County in the
first round for the sixth time in a row.
'I think that's the only year you can
compare it to. Really, anybody can beat
anybody on a given night.''
Despite the parity, however, the region
tourmament isn't without its favorites.
Tilghman's athleticism will pose problems
for anyone. Marshall has one of the
region's best inside games and its most

prolific point guard
The Lakers are winners of 10 straight
and, with Friday night's win over Marshall, have now beaten every team an the
field. Graves County is also a team on
the rise, having won seven of its last
eight.
First District champ Carlisle County
also can't be overlooked. The Comets are
20-5 on the season (17-4 against the rest
of the region) and have beatn Graves.
"It's a good parity." said Graves County coach Terry Birdsong. "I don't know
if it's the most we've ever had. You've
got five 20-win teams (Marshall County
has 19) that are the favorites. But you've
also got some teams with losing records
that are playing very well right now."

Sammtir's mons, maims
Birdsong's Eagles appeared to be the
biggest winners of the draw, landing a
first-round matchup with Fulton County,
a team they defeated by 24 points just
two weeks ago.
Calloway and Tilghman also own double-digit wins over their first-round oppostion.
The biggest loser distinction was
reserved for whichever district champ drew
Marshall County.
Not surprisingly, it was the Comets of
Carlisle County, who seem to be predestined to face the Marshals each March.
"You always hope you don't draw the
4th District," said Birdsong."They're strong
year in and year out."

•Racers
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From Page 9
of the key three-pointer is
something Thomas practices
and works on. Miles also had
faith in his teammate.
"We could have gone to
the rack but at the end you
don't want to foul," Miles
said. "But I knew KT (Kevin
Thomas) was going to hit the
shot. On his home game and
senior night and got it to him
and he knocked it down."
In overtime, Murray State
retained its momentum. Freshman Ivan Aska started the
scoring off with a low block
deuce which would give the
Racers the
lead. Justin
Stommes tied the game for
onc
el
asat
me 6
u3.
p big
the Colonels
Miles
once
again for the Racers, hitting
two free throws with 2:30 left
in the overtime period, giving another two-point lead to
the Racers. Thomas was fouled
again and hit two big shots
from the charity stripe.
Eastern Kentucky would
never recover and Murray State
improved to 6-0 in the last
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six senior night games.
"It's like coach says, you
have to have heart," Miles
said. "It's really about how
much you want it and we
wanted it more."
Miles led the Racers in
scoring with 18 points and six
assists while freshman big man
Ivan Aska came off the bench
and provided 16 points and
six rebounds. Thomas was the
final Racer in double figures
with 13 points and went 4for-4 from the free throw line.
Eastern Kentucky was led in
scoring by sophomore Justin
Stommes also with 18 points.
The Racers will face Tennessee State in a three-seed versus six-seed matchup on Tuesday. The Racers took both regular season games between the
two teams, the second a 30point win on the Tigers' home
floor.
The team has shifted drastically, though, and has rallied to win its last six straight
including its BracketBuster
game under interim head coach
Mark Pittman.

•MSU
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NASCAR Nstionwklak-Sam a Town
300 Results
By The Associated Press
Saturday
At Las Vegas Motor Speedwey
Las Vegas
Lap length: 1.5m11..
(Blert(ng position in perenthrsess)
1 (3) Greg B.ltie Fora 209 ia0s. 136
rating 195 points $94.870
2
Cad Edwards. Fred 209 '274.
175. $64 150
3 (101 Bnan Vickers Toyota. 209, 119 4
170. $48900
4 (23) Jason Lerner Toyota 209 106 8
160 $45518
5 (15) Dale Earnhardt Jr . Chevrolet.
209, 987, 155, $32.275
6 (16) Micheal McDowell, Toyota. 209.
100 9 150, $42,693
7 (13) Brendan Gaughan Chevrolet
209. 97 8 151, 536.893
8 (11) Justin Another Dodge 209
111.3.147 S35 043
9 (42) Scott Lagasse Jr . Toyota 209
904, 138. $34.953
10. (14) Jeff Burtor.. Chevrolet 209
95.5. 139, $28 075
11. (28) Soon Wirrimer Chevrolet, 208.
70.7, 130, 928,375
12. (35) Kenny Hendrick Dodge, 208
72, 127, $32,293.
11 (24) Morgan Shepherd, Chevrolet
207,76.9, 124, $31.74.3
14.(20) Kenny Wallace. Chevrolet. 207
59.4. 121, 831 833
15. (39) Tony Raines Chevrolet 207
e.7.3. 118. $32 023
16 (33) Fry- klf-rilire Ford 207 425
115, $30.763
17. (37) Ken Butler. Chevrolet, 207.
80.4, 112, $30.578
18. (31) Danny O'Ournn Jr. Chevrolet,
206, 53.9, 109 $23,975
19. (32) Bnan Keselowski, Dodge, 205
68, 106. $23 865
20. (29) Joe Nemechek, Cnevrolet, 205.
545.109. $24609

21 14) Denny Herren Toyota accident
196. 98 6, 105 $23.645
22 19) Mike Bliss Chevrolet accident
194.81 3, 102. $32.478
23 (27) Andy Ronstein, Cnevrolet.
engine. 189, 37.1, 94, $23.375
24 (X)Brandon Whet, Ford, 182, 55 1
91, $30.133
25 (26) Jason Keller. Ford accident
177, 77 2, 88, $29 748
26 (12) David Ragan. Fora. accident
169. 842. 90. $23.020
27 (8) Brea Keselowski Chevrolet 165
398. 82 $29.353
28 143) Stanton Barren. Chevrolet 151
41, 79, $22.740
29 (2) Kew Herrick. Chevrolet, 146
102 7.81, $22,590
30 (6) Stew? Wallace Chevrolet 144
70 7, 73. 529,248
31 (19) Devid Green Toyota accident
104.82.4, 70, 128.838
32 (34) Michael Annan. Toyota. accident, 90. 67 1,67, $28 728
33 (25) DJ Kennington, Dodge accident. 89. 47 7. 64. $28.618
34 (30) Robed Richardson Jr
Chavroiel accident 39 386, 61
$22.040
35 (17) Casey Ahvood. Chevrolet
engine, 76, 50 9, 58. $28,398
36 (38) Scott Gaylord. Chevrolet, accident. 85. 339, 55. $28.363
37.(18) Kelly Bees Toyota. ignition. 32.
46.2. 57. 521 855
38 (41) John Wes Townley Ford accident. 26. 39. 49. $28.288
39 (5) Kyle Busch Toyota accident. 21
603 46 $21.765
40 (1) Scott Speed Toyota accidert
21 58 9, 48. $31,298
41 (22) Terry Cook. Chevrolet elect,
cal, 20, 33 6, 40. $28,138
42 (40) Johnny Chapman, Chevrolet
rear end, 12. 30 4. 37 $28.093
43 (21) Dennis Setzer Dodge. transmission. 3. 29 8. 34. $21.582

•Lady Lakers
From Page 9
"Anytune you can beat a
program like Marshall as a
Class A school, it gives you
confidence," said Estes. "We
were coming off a disappointing All 'A' showing and it
gave us a lot of newfound
confidence and really let the
girls know that they could
compete."
The Lady Bombers are led
by junior guard Candace
Bryant. who averages 16.4
points per game.
Abby Shelley is Ballard's
chief threat on the inside, averaging 12.7 points and eight
rebounds per game.
"They do a lot of things
well," said Sivills. 'They play
physical and have good outside shooters. They have a play-

er like Kayla who can play
inside or out in Abby Shelley. They've got a Karra Joneslike player in Candace Bryant,
but she's probably a better
outside shooter."
Despite Calloway's struggles against Marshall. Estes
knows he's dealing with a dangerous team.
"They're a bigger team than
us and they handle the ball
well," he said. "Kayla and
Averee are top-notch kids and
their other kids have stepped
up."
The winner will advance to
the semifinals to take on either
2nd District champion Paducah Tilghman or 1st District
runner-up Carlisle County.
The Lady Tornado and Lady
Comets play in tonight's first
game at 6 p.m. at Racer Arena.

LSU 73, KENTUCKY 70

From Page 9
The Racers started the second half ice cold and turned
the ball over twice in the first
three minutes.
"You notice I didn't call a
timeout," Racer head coach
Rob Cross said. "Because 1
know we've got that leadership and I know what's going
to come after that."
The Racers went on a 9-2
run in the following minutes
and would never allow Eastern Kentucky to come closer
than five points.
The seniors came up big
once again for the Racers.
All-American's
Academic
Amber and Paige Guffey
scored 21 and 14 with fellow seniors Hayes and Angela
Mullins bringing in 19 and
8.
Murray State will now face
off against Jacksonville State
on Tuesday in a one versus
eight matchup.
"It's very important (to stay
focused) because teams are
going to be playing different
now," Hayes said. "Teams that
are number seven, number
eight. Playing with a lot of
heart and a lot of passion,
knowing that their season
could end that day. I think
we have targets on our backs
being regular season champs."
The Racers are happy with
their success, but are not content with a regular season
title. Senior Amber Guffey
said this was one of the goals.
but the chief goal is to go to
the NCAA tournament. The
Racers want to win the OVC
tournament and take their act
to the Big Dance.
-The way that I feel is at
the end of the day it takes
heart and your pride," senior
Jessica Jackson said. And
that's what it boils down to
and if you want to win and
get somewhere that's what it
takes. That's what it takes to
win a championship."
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Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds Dogs & Cots
By: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience
Services Include.
'Bathing
'Clipping
*Grooming

'Ear Cleaning
•Detickina
'Nap) Tnrnming

'Medicated
Baths
'Flea Baths

Call Today For An Appointment

753-6749

(270)

side Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
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Mitchell lifts No. 18 LSU
past Wildcats' upset bid
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Marcus Thornton suffered in
silence as LSU stumbled
through a nightmarish 2007-08
season that ended up costing
coach John Brady his job.
So forgive Thornton if he
couldn't help himself moments
after the 18th-ranked Tigers
capped their remarkable turnaround under new coach Trent
Johnson with a dramatic 7370 win over Kentucky on Saturday.
Thornton threw the ball
toward the rafters at stunned
Rupp Arena when the final
horn sounded and screamed
while hopping toward his jubilant teammates as LSU celebrated winning the Southeastern Conference title outright in
style.
"I got in a groove in the
second half and I didn't feel
like I could miss." said Thornton, who led LSU with 23
points. "I didn't feel like anyone could guard me. I just got
on a roll."
So did Tasmin Mitchell, who
calmly drained a 3-pointer from
the top of the key with 9.8
second remaining as the Tigers
(25-4, 13-1) won their 10th
straight and put a severe dent
:n Kentucky's NCAA tournament hopes. The victory was
i.SU's first at Kentucky in 20
sears, as Mitchell and company triumphed where former LSU
'tars Shaquille O'Neal and Glen
Davis failed.
It was a win that seemed
in jeopardy after Kentucky's
Darius Miiier hit a 3-pointer
to tie the game at 70 with 27
,econds left.
No biggie. Thornton worked
the ball up the floor and got
.k pick from Mitchell. Ken-

tucky's A.J. Stewart jumped out
to help teammate Kevin Galloway cover Thornton, leaving
Mitchell just enough room to
knock down another big shot
in a season full of them for
the Tigers.
"We were supposed to
switch, it was just bad communication on our part." said
Kentucky guard Jodie Meeks.
"When the shot went up. I was
hoping it wouldn't go in. but
he was hot all day. To lose
like that really hurts."
Kentucky (19-10, 8-6) had
one last chance to tie it, but
Meeks badly missed a contested 3-pointer with 3 seconds
left to send the Wildcats to
their sixth loss in nine games.
"We're just not a mature
enough team to beat a team
that is smart and mature (like)
LSU is," said Kentucky coach
Billy Gillispie.
The Tigers needed that maturity after Kentucky rallied from
12 points down to take a 5444 lead with II minutes left.
Rather than panic. the Tigers
simply turned to 'Thornton, who
shook off a subpar first half
to score 15 points down the
stretch.
"Even when we got down
10, we never gave up," said
Mitchell, who finished with 21
points. "We knew if we could
play defense we could get back
in the game and that's what
we did."
Patrick Patterson led Kentucky with 28 points and Meeks
added 24, but the SEC's leading scorer made just I-of-9 3pointers and turned it over five
"They just wanted it more
than we did," Patterson said.
"I still think we can beat LSU.
The last shot just didn't go
in."

Kentucky shot 54 percent
from the floor - including a
remarkable 61 percent in the
second half - but couldn't
slow down Thornton when it
mattered.
"We're just not playing quite
smart enough to beat a real
good team," Gillispie said. "I
thought we took a lot of bad
shots (late) and we turned it
over a couple times."
They're the kind of mistakes
Gillispie could tolerate as growing pains in December. Not in
February. Now the Wildcats
head into March likely needing wins against Georgia and
Florida and maybe even a victory in the SEC tournament to
secure an NCAA tournament
berth for the 18th straight year.
It's a position the Wildcats
didn't think they'd be in five
weeks ago, when they looked
like the best team in a middling SEC. Kentucky won its
first five league games before
imploding in February despite
the sometimes dazzling play of
Meeks and Patterson.
"We've just got to put this
behind us and get ready for
Georgia now," Meeks said;
"We're down, but we're not
out."
The Tigers have no such
worries. Picked to finish behind
Alabama in the SEC West before
the season started, LSU has
stormed through the conference
by taking care of the ball and
relying on the play of its upperclassmen like Mitchell and
Thornton when things get tight.
"We knew that we were going
to have guys that were caperiermed get a lot of playing
time," said LSU guard Garrett
Temple. "We tried to mesh
together really well early in
the season and it has paid off
for us."

